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ABSTRACT A commonly used definition of spatial disorientation (SD) in aviation is ‘‘an erroneous sense
of one’s position and motion relative to the plane of the earth’s surface’’. There exists a wide range of SD
use-cases dictated by situational factors, therefore SD has been predominantly studied using reduced motion
detection experimental contexts in isolation. The study of SD by use-case makes it difficult to understand
general SD occurrence and thus provide viable solutions. To investigate SD in a generalized manner, a two-
part Human Activity Recognition (HAR) study was performed. In Part I, a generalized SD perception
dataset was created using whole-body experimental motion detection methods in a naturalistic flight context;
joystick response was measured during rotational or translational vestibular stimulation. Results showed
that SD occurred less for faster speeds than slower speeds, and specific orientations and axes were more
difficult to detect motion. Part II evaluated supervised and unsupervised model parameters, including: model
architecture, data use-case, feature-type, feature quantity, ground-truth labeling, unsupervised labeling.
Long-Short TermMemory (LSTM), Random Forest (RF), and Transformer Encoder models most accurately
predicted SD with mean accuracy of 0.84, 0.82, and 0.77 respectively. Using permutation importance (PIM),
a dependency score for time, frequency, and time & frequency feature-types quantified the amount that each
model architecture depended on a feature-type. The lenient ground-truth label best characterized features,
andK-medoids clustering using position and velocity features most accurately replicated ground-truth labels.

INDEX TERMS Aircraft navigation, human computer interaction, machine learning, deep learning, unsu-
pervised learning, motion detection, dead reckoning, activity recognition, supervised learning, joystick
response, spatial disorientation.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Aasia Khanum .

I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial Disorientation (SD), in aviation, is the failure to
perceive orientation, position, or movement. It is caused
by multiple factors including environmental references and
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conditions, experience, and stress. There are diverse types
of SD symptoms, ranging from confusion to physical sick-
ness, and currently there is no proven method or solution to
prevent it [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. International studies on
the frequency and severity of SD accidents show that 6-32%
of major accidents are due to SD, similarly 15-26% of fatal
accidents are a result of SD [6]. Recovery from SD is strongly
connected to the pilot’s awareness of the situation, and his/her
ability to perform corrective control to maintain aerodynamic
stability despite disorientation; 80% and 20% of SD inci-
dents are caused by unrecognized and recognized situations
respectively [1], [7]. However, most importantly, there lacks
general understanding of SD onset with respect to orien-
tation, position, and speed using environmental references
because it is difficult to label SD and non-SD time periods
for time-series human activity measurements during real-
world applications. Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is
the research field in which time-series and/or image data
are used with Machine Learning (ML) & Deep Learning
(DL) algorithms to predict human activity in unconstrained
real-world situations. HAR encompasses three main fields of
study: gait monitoring, human pose estimation, and human
activity recognition. HAR is the study of human behavior,
including physical and long-term habits, using a wide vari-
ety of sensors such as accelerometers/gyroscopes, cameras,
RFIDs, and environmental measures [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]. We hypothesize that SD occurrence can be pre-
dicted usingHARmeasurement and analysismethods. There-
fore, in this study we propose a motion detection experiment
where SD orientation or position, and speed situations are
induced, similar to typical walking and running scenarios in
HAR, such that human activity of one’s perceived position or
orientation are measured.

SD has been investigated in various scientific fields,
including aviation, psychophysical human motion detection,
control theory, neuroscience, and neuroergonomics. Depend-
ing on the scientific field, the approach to quantify human
behavior during SD occurrence has been recasted in terms of
each field’s specialty. From an aviational approach, SD has
been investigated by; categorizing physiological and environ-
mental situations of SD occurrence, referred to as SD use-
cases, using questionnaire-based methods with the goal of
creating a behavioral instruction map to prevent SD occur-
rence; and pilot education and training of SD use-cases
such that flight maneuvers do not cause physiological exci-
tation to exceed human vestibular thresholds. For instance,
22+ SD use-cases were categorized with definitive names,
like somatogravic and black-hole illusion, and human physi-
cological vestibular thresholds were established such that
flight maneuvers and/or speeds were restricted to prevent
each of the SD use-cases [4], [5], [6]. The psychophysical
human motion detection approach was to investigate behav-
ioral response during varied situational stimuli for specific
SD use-cases, with the goal of understanding a range of
human response during isolated or mixed stimulus situations.
Results assisted with clarifying the behavioral instruction

map to prevent SD, and encouraged sensorial solutions to be
developed such that human response during use-case expo-
sure could be modified. For example, directional percep-
tion error was quantify in a realistic helicopter task where
results could be used to improve behavioral instruction for
preventing SD during abrupt landing [15]. Similarly, contin-
uous heading detection perception was investigated using a
compensatory task such that behavioral instruction for SD
prevention could be improved for aircraft guidance [16].Most
recently, the individual and interactive influences of opti-
cal and gravito-inertial stimuli during simulated low-altitude
flight demonstrated the importance of sensory integration
effects on height perception using joystick response; results
were intended to assist with sensorial solution selection
for preventing SD [17]. The control theory approach to
motion detection was to model typical human response dur-
ing use-case stimuli and compare error between predicted
and actual human response, making it possible to monitor
motion detection in real-time [18]. Neuroscience and neu-
roergonomics approaches measured central nervous system
mechanisms, including the brain and electrodermal activ-
ity, such that changes in physiological signals can assist
in understanding neural mechanisms involved during SD.
Insensate, unperceived, and perceived SD occurrence used
different neural mechanisms, thus measuring these neural
mechanisms would allow for SD detection [7]. These dif-
ferent perspectives of studying SD are useful and provide
insightful information regarding human response in realistic
contexts. However many of the mentioned studies research
SD per use-case where a formalized ground-truth model or
result is required, instead of trying to identify SD in a gener-
alized manner. We believe that it is possible to measure gen-
eral human activity during flight, and predict SD occurrence
regardless of an SD use-case context using HAR modeling
methods. Detection of aeronautical events and human activity
using HAR methods has already been demonstrated. For
example, disorientation was quantified and predicted using
a joystick measure for an aerospace context [19]. Similarly,
human movement activity was quantified by measuring the
frequency and location of interacting agents [20]. Finally,
from a human pose estimation approach, pilot activity was
measured via hand, arm, and body positional movements’
using a 3D camera [21].

In this study, we investigated SD human activity in two-
parts; creation and validation of a generalized SD perception
dataset using a motion detection inspired HAR experiment;
identification of modeling parameters for reliable SD pre-
diction using ML, DL, and unsupervised clustering meth-
ods. In Part I, SD was measured using a common piloting
task with basic vestibular and visual stimuli, such that SD
responses could be assumed or generalized for all SD use-
cases. A whole-body rotational and translational vestibular
stimulation task in darkness was inspired by motion detec-
tion experimentation, where automatic stimulation moved
pilots around and along a three Cartesian coordinate
frame axes respectively using a motion simulation system.
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The HAR aspect required that pilots be loosely constrained
in a natural piloting environment and actively compensate
automatic stimulation motion, an act called compensatory
tracking or dead-reckoning, using a joystick such that they
remained stationary. Initial axial and directional joystick
response was compared to automatic axial and directional
motion stimuli, such that if initial response correctly coun-
teracted the automatic stimuli, the trial-windowed dead-
reckoning response period would be labeled initially correct
implying non-SD; incorrect initial counteraction was labeled
eventually or never correct implying non-SD or SD depend-
ing on the chosen ground-truth labeling convention. Themain
goal of the HAR experiments were to clearly label win-
dowed time-series joystick data as non-SD or SD via initial
compensatory response, thus creating an SD labeled dataset.
Diverse use-cases for the labeled SD dataset were created by
administering randomized combinations of three parameters
that created the automatic angular or linear motion stimuli:
axis, axis direction, and speed. Axis, axis direction, and speed
influences on motion detection performance was performed
using Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) to confirm accu-
rate recreation of naturalistic human response; gravitational
influences on motion detection performance was investi-
gated. In addition to automatically labeling time-series data,
it was of interest to quantify the relationship between physi-
cal disorientation and motion detection performance because
reports showed that physical health discomfort was another
main cause of SD accidents [1], [4], [6]. Physical disorienta-
tion was measured before and after the piloting task, using the
simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) disorientation sub-
scale [22], [23]. We hypothesized that participants who ini-
tially detected correctly for the majority of the experimental
trials, implying that the participant did not experience SD
often, would have similar physical disorientation symptoms
before and after the task. Implications for physical disorien-
tation difference results are discussed. In summary, overall
experimental motivation was not to identify vestibular thresh-
olds and report motion detection behavior, like in controlled
psychophysical motion detection experiments without a con-
tinuous task where choices and self-motion are limited. The
goal of the Part I dataset creation studywas to create a realistic
and diverse labeled dataset for a continuous piloting task,
measuring joystick dead-reckoning response with respect to
SD occurrence, while identifying how to use physical dis-
comfort measures and questionnaire data in an ML & DL
modeling context. In Part II, endorsed HAR-literature model
architectures, ML & DL supervised classification models,
were tested using different data use-cases, feature-types, fea-
ture quantity, and ground-truth labeling to determine which
modeling parameters promoted accurate SD prediction [8],
[9], [12], [19], [24]. Selected ML & DL model architec-
tures were: SVM, Long-Short TermMemory (LSTM),Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN), LSTM-CNN, Transformer Encoder, and Random
Forest (RF). Joystick dead-reckoning responses were used
and transformed using derivative and spectral frequency

methods to create a 27 column feature matrix of time, fre-
quency, and time& frequency feature-types. The feature-type
feature matrix and three ground-truth labels, derived from
Part I initial detection performance categories, were used
in three main model parameter selection studies: evalua-
tion of model architecture and feature usage, ground-truth
label comparisons, and unsupervised label comparisons with
respect to ground-truth labels. The thirdmain parameter study
compared K-means, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and
K-medoids unsupervisedmethods with the three ground-truth
labels via the rand score. Modeling parameter performance
significance was discussed, and suggestions for future work
and study limitations are mentioned.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. EXPERIMENTAL MOTION DETECTION
Vibration or motion, measured by the human vestibular sys-
tem, conveys information about self orientation and posi-
tion with respect to the environment. Motion detection is
the act of discerning self-motion with respect to a reference
in the environment [25]. Human motion detection and per-
ception are quantified by stimulating the vestibular system
systematically using different vibrational and motion exper-
imental paradigms [26]. Early motion detection research
before 2000 established human self-motion perceptual lim-
itations; axial, axial direction, and speed/acceleration limits
were referred to as vestibular thresholds or motion detection
thresholds. Aeronautical applications required solutions for
safe and efficient flight, thus early motion detection literature
was strongly related to aeronautics; thresholds were reported
in terms of acceleration instead of speed because flight instru-
mentation was in terms of acceleration. Earlier experimental
paradigms were interested in self-motion perception dur-
ing whole-body stimulation when; the axial motion stimuli
trajectory had magnitude and/or frequency changes during
fast or slow constant speed/acceleration; exposure time to
motion stimuli lasted a long or short time, or was successively
administered in a sequential manner; and head orientation
was different or similar with self-motion [4], [27]. Modern
motion detection research adopted robotic motion simulation,
like the Moog 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion platform;
thresholds are reported in terms of speed because robotic
motion planning is more reliable in terms of speed than accel-
eration [28], [29], [30], [31]. Both speed and acceleration
motion detection thresholds are comparable because they
are directly related with the derivative or integral function.
Robotic motion simulation allowed for standardization of
motion detection experimental design methods, and a sys-
tematic approach to progressively test relevant motion stim-
uli speed/frequency ranges. Modern experimental paradigms
are interested in self-motion perception during whole-body
stimulation, for context-driven situations concerning; non-
constant speed for axial motion stimuli trajectories; vestibular
dysfunction in comparison to healthy vestibular function;
orientation and/or movement of the user’s body during
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exposure to stimuli; expertise in comparison to novice detec-
tion; and age [18], [28], [29], [31], [30]. Concerning SD,
motion detection thresholds were used as an indicator of SD
awareness [4], [5]. However, vestibular threshold values are
not a continuously measured value with respect to a task
and/or context, therefore they are less effective at identifying
successive errors or trends that lead to SD, than a continu-
ous physiological or human activity measurement. Similar to
recent works, it was of interest to quantify SD occurrence
with respect to continuous human activity measurements,
because human activity has been shown to be a reliable
predictive marker for real-world events like SD [19].

B. HUMAN ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
The force sensor, such as a joystick, is one of the first human
activity measurements. A joystick is a stick-like input device
that is omni-directional with respect to its supporting base,
such that the angle and direction corresponds to motion con-
trol of an object. Joysticks are currently used for many appli-
cations, including applications in aviation, industry, military,
and video gaming. Since the mid to late 1900s, human control
using joysticks have been investigated in fields of human
movement science in psychology and human-in-the-loop in
automated control. Psychology and neuroscience fields were
included in early HAR-like endeavors because the goal was to
control a machine using a human activity measure like a joy-
stick, thus the underlying mechanisms of human movement
needed to be investigated with and without the usage of the
human activity sensor. Psychophysical tracking experimen-
tations, both pursuit and compensatory tracking, were proven
ways to quantify human control performance using force sen-
sors. Statistical analysis and automated control modeling of
tracking behavior revealed that humans moved in a consistent
manner, such that velocity and/or acceleration movements
were modulated in order to perform a smooth position-based
movement trajectory. Therefore, position, velocity, acceler-
ation, and even the derivative of acceleration called jerk of
human motion response were investigated to understand opti-
mal human control of machines using joysticks [32]. A key
realisation for joystick usage was that human operators could
control positional outputs more smoothly and precisely when
the velocity or acceleration of their angular and directional
inputs were used; position, velocity, and acceleration con-
trolled joysticks are used in many real-world applications like
aviation. The intention of human activity measurements has
changed with the advent of many types of affordable and
portable sensors, that can be easily put in the environment and
on humans [10]. Therefore, instead of studying human move-
ment with respect to the sensor under different experimen-
tally controlled scenarios, as was done in human movement
science and human-in-the-loop control, researchers could
investigate more real-world problems without sacrificing
measurement accuracy. Thus, newly developed domains such
as HAR and Neuroergonomics, stemming from traditional
engineering & computer science and neuroscience fields
respectively, have developed with purpose of quantifying

and predicting human behavior in real-world settings using
sensor fusion. Commonly used sensors in HAR are cam-
eras, accelerometers, and gyroscopes; Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs), smartphones, video gaming technologies, and
questionnaires are often used for data collection. Eventhough
joysticks have been rigorously used and investigated as a
human activity measure because they capture fine motor
movements, IMUs are preferable in HAR because joystick
devices capture 3D motion in a limited area bounded to the
device base. Coupled IMU joystick devices used for gaming
consoles capture both whole-body and small range limb/hand
movements. IMUs can capture unbounded 3Dmotion, allow-
ing them to be more suitable to capture movements over large
distances and in areas with poor visibility and/or lighting.
Activities such as walking, running, and stair climbing are
often monitored using IMU devices. Despite the benefits of
IMUs, IMUs can produce erroneous values caused by sensor
drift, therefore sensor calibration before usage is necessary to
minimize sensor error; sensor drift is the erroneous estimation
of the Euler angles from the raw inertial data. In this study,
we selected a joystick to measure human activity instead
of IMU sensors and/or a camera because the joystick is an
existing cockpit instrument that is an extension of the pilot;
no addition sensors or tools would need to be installed or
approved in real-world settings. Additionally, joystick usage
was of interest because a joystick was shown to be an accept-
able HARmeasure that captured human disorientation behav-
ior for an aeroespacial application [19].

C. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE METHODS FOR HAR
HAR data is typically in the form of time-series or images.
Regarding time-series data, ML & DL models that accu-
rately and sufficiently predict human activity are those that
capture short to long range temporal dependencies. One of
the best ML models proven to capture temporal causality,
using raw time-series data, was SVM [8], [14]. SVM con-
siders the entire feature space of the temporal data, thus
temporal relationships are more likely to be found due to
similar amplitudes. If time-series features are periodically
repetitive, subspace models like RF are capable of capturing
short-range temporal dependencies. DL algorithms improve
prediction accuracy because they do not consider all of the
data at one time, but they look at a window of temporal data
only. Using precise windows of data these algorithms are
able to better capture trends, both due to sequential order
and amplitude, with respect to the given label. The best
DL algorithms that capture causal information for HAR data,
both raw time-series and transformed time-series data, are
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) such as LSTM, 1D and 2D
CNN, and Transformer [9], [14], [24]. LSTM models were
more effective than RNN because the cell architecture allows
for past information within the specified window to be used
for prediction, called a gating mechanism [33]. Moreover,
2D CNN has proven to have more predictive ability than
the 1D CNN, due to the second dimensional space with
respect to the neural network [12]. Depending on the feature,
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LSTM maybe more effective at prediction than CNN, and
vice versa. Finally, and most recently, Transformer models
have been shown to reliably predict HAR activities. Trans-
formers, like LSTM, window the time-series data thus pro-
duce predictions based on specific sequentially transformed
pieces of data. Temporal, amplitude, and context similarity
data aspects with respect to other features are evaluated, thus
distinguishing data with respect to the corresponding label.
Regarding image data, it has been shown that 2D CNN and
Transformer architectures are more accurate than other archi-
tectures. Specifically for human pose estimation the Trans-
former model is able to decipher activity context with respect
to previous frames better than 2D CNN [34]. Finally, hybrid
architectures such as Transformer-CNN, CNN-Transformer,
LSTM-CNN, and CNN-LSTM exploit both sequential and
spatial aspects of the data. Regarding HAR accelerome-
ter data, LSTM-CNN was shown to predict better than
an LSTM [24]. Despite incremental improvements with
hybrid model architectures, hybrid architectures are less
desirable due to the unnecessary complexity of steps, and
multi-processing architectures like Transformer are gaining
popularity [9]. Previous works on prediction of human activ-
ity, specifically for IMU and imagemeasures, have efficiently
compared and reported model architecture performance with
respect to feature-type/s [9]. However there is currently no
systematic procedure for quantifying which feature-types
contribute to reliable model architecture performance, for
a less used HAR measure like the joystick. For example,
joystick measures were low frequency measurements, where
intentionally controlled human behavioral changes occur at
time scales of 10Hz or less, in comparison to high fre-
quency IMUmeasurements where human behavioral changes
coupled with noise were far above 10Hz. It was uncertain
whether reliable IMU model architectures, that needed high
resolution features would also provide reliable predictions
for smooth low resolution joystick features. Therefore, it was
of interest to test a time, frequency, and time & frequency
feature-type feature matrix on relevant model architectures,
and quantify each model architecture’s dependency on cer-
tain feature-types for a given time-series. In this work,
we ensure successful SD prediction using low frequency joy-
stick data by performing a systematic model parameter search
to identify model architectures, feature-types, and other rel-
evant model parameter attributes that allow for accurate
SD prediction.

III. PART I: SD DATASET CREATION USING MOTION
DETECTION EXPERIMENTATION
The goal of the Part I study was to create and validate a
generalized SD occurrence dataset using a motion detec-
tion inspired HAR experiment and EDA respectively. The
rotational and translational motion detection inspired HAR
experiments were identically designed such that both exper-
iments could be performed separately, while allowing for
the final SD occurrence dataset to be in a standardized
format.

A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Both rotational and translational experiments had
a 3 × 2 × 2 block design, where conditions were axis, axis
direction, and speed respectively. The motion simulator sys-
tem functioned using Cartesian coordinates, therefore exper-
imental axis conditions for the rotational task were roll (RO),
pitch (PI), and yaw (YA), and the translational task were
left/right (LR), forward/backward (FB), and up/down (UD).
In addition to the main axis stimuli, minuscule sinusoidal
noise was added to non-stimulated axes because vibrational
noise rendered a more challenging task by masking sound
from the stimulated axis motor, while enabling a realistic
vibrational aeronautical environment [25]. Sinusoidal noise
had an amplitude and frequency of 1-2cm and>10Hz respec-
tively. The axial direction experimental condition had two
parameters: positive or negative direction. Figure 1 A depicts
both the axis and axial direction conventions for both the
rotational and translational experiments; the grey Cartesian
coordinate frame represents the simulator cabin. The cabin
could move in both rotation (RO, PI, YA) and translation

FIGURE 1. Axial and axial direction motion convention for cabin (A) and
joystick (B).
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(LR, FB, UD) via the input stimulus and/or participant
control. The black outlined squares and circles in Figure 1A
denote positive directional, rotational and translational move-
ment (RollP, PitchP, YawP, Right, Forward, Down) respec-
tively. Non-outlined squares and circles indicate negative
directional movement (RollN, PitchN, YawN, Left, Back-
ward, Up). Figure 1B shows the mapping of participants’
joystick movements to the cabin movement. The speed exper-
imental condition had two parameters; a slow ‘‘near below-
threshold’’ (sub) speed where motion was difficult to detect
and a fast ‘‘above-threshold’’ (sup) speed where motion was
easier to detect. Sub speed motion detection was humanly
possible, therefore this lower limit perceptual stimulation
was emphasized to be at ‘‘near below-threshold’’ instead of
at a specific below-threshold speed; below-threshold speeds
are inhumanly possible to detect. Recent motion detection
protocols were followed, such that robotic motion planning
andmotion stimuli were in terms of speed instead of accelera-
tion [28], [29], [30], [31]. Asmentioned in section II-A, speed
parameters are referred to as motion detection thresholds
and they are measured in terms of Hz, which is a frequency
measure of deg/s or cm/s depending on whether the stimulus
motion is in rotation or translation respectively. Rotational
and translational, sub and sup speed selection was based on
reported experimental design thresholds from motion detec-
tion literature that accommodated the motion constraints
of the simulation system [28], [29], [30], [31], [27]. The
Rotational and translation task sub & sup speeds were
0.5 Hz (deg/s) & 1.25 Hz (deg/s) and 3.75 Hz (cm/s) & 15 Hz
(cm/s) respectively; implying that acceleration was constant
at 0.5 deg/s2 & 1.25 deg/s2 and 3.75 cm/s2 & 15 cm/s2

respectively.
Figure 2A and 2B show a typical position trajectory when

the participant did not respond and when the participant
responded during phase a respectively, demonstrating that the
experimental phases and trial length were dependent upon
the participant’s initial response. A single trial was com-
posed of four different phases, as denoted by timeline B
in Figure 2, in which participants were tasked to give feed-
back to specific visual and vestibular stimuli per phase. Dur-
ing phases a and b, participants could move the simulator
using the joystick in any of the rotational or translational
axes to counteract the perturbation. Joystick control was in
terms of velocity control because it allowed for fast and
smooth responses. Timeline A occurred when the partici-
pant did not respond in phase a, and it consisted of three
phases: a Detection indicatingmotion stimulation of the cabin
using a smoothed ramp forcing function, c Reinitialization
denoting cabin reinitialization to the initial orientation or
position, d Rest referring to the cabin and participant at
rest. Timeline B occurred when the participant responded in
phase a, the four phases consisted of: a Detection, b Active
control referring to participant active control, c Reinitializa-
tion, d Rest. For both timeline A and B, visual and vestibular
stimulation was given during each phase. The blue and red
lines are position-based trajectories. The blue line denotes

FIGURE 2. Experimental event timelines for when participants did not
respond during phase a (Timeline A) and when participants did respond
(Timeline B).

automatic robotic movement of the simulator cabin along one
axis per trial, and the red line denotes the stimulus plus the
participant’s movements to compensate for the perturbation.
T1 denotes the maximum allowed stimulation time per trial
with respect to each axis and speed, if initial detection was
not made within T1s the experimental phases followed as
depicted in timeline A. If the joystick was moved within T1s,
an initial response was registered and experimental phases
occurred as depicted in timeline B.
• Phase a detection: A smoothed ramp-forcing function,
where the rate of displacement was unknown to the
participants, slowly and continuously perturbed one of
the three rotational or translational axes of the simulator
cabin at a sub or sup rate. Position trajectories are shown
by the blue and red lines in Figure 2. During phase a
participants were tasked to perform ‘‘initial detection’’,
which consisted of identifying the axis and direction
of the felt perturbation and manipulating a joystick
replicating actual aircraft controls (Thrustmaster Hotas
Warthog joystick), shown in Figure 1B, in the oppo-
site direction of the stimulus. Participants had 15-20s
to detect motion depending on the condition, denoted
by T1 in Figure 2, which corresponded to the cabin
reaching the maximum allowed cabin displacement for a
particular axis and direction. T1 was different for every
axis and experiment because sub and sup rates were
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different for each experiment and the physical cabin
displacement range was different for each axis. In partic-
ular, the rotational experiment had slightly longer stim-
ulation times than the translational experiment because
the sub and sup rates were slower and the available
cabin displacements in the RO, PI, and YA orientations
were larger than the available translational displacement
ranges. If the participants did not respond within T1s
during phase a, the cabin automatically displaced along
one of the three axes as the ramp function increased until
it reached T1s, where the ramp function maintained a
zero slope causing the cabin to remain stationary for 2s.

• Phase b active control: If participants responded within
T1s during phase a, phase b active control began and they
had 15s to maintain the simulator orientation or position
stably at the initial location by counteracting the per-
turbation; phase b was a vestibular dead-reckoning task.
No visual stimulation was present; thus, the participants
could rely only on vestibular and proprioceptive cues.

• Phase c reinitialization: A red dot appeared on the screen
instructing participants to release the joystick and rest,
while the cabin automatically returned to the initial start-
ing location within 10s.

• Phase d rest: The cabin remained stationary at the start-
ing location for 5s in order to avoid over-stimulation or
after-effects.

In summary, the shortest and longest trials were approx-
imately 32s and 50s respectively. The shortest trial length
occurred when the participant immediately responded within
1-2s (2s + 15s + 10s + 5s) or did not respond such that T1
equaled 15s ((15s + 2s) + 10s + 5s), the longest trial length
occurred when the participant responded just before T1 with
T1 equaling 20s (19.9s + 15s + 10s + 5s). Both exper-
iments administered 42 trials: 12 familiarization practice
trials and 30 experimental trials. During the familiarization
practice phase, unique experimental condition combinations
were given, where each of the three axes was stimulated in
negative or positive directions at sub or sup speeds. Sim-
ilarly, the experimental phase consisted of 30 randomized
trials, in which 15 trials with unique experimental conditions
were repeated twice: five direction-speed conditions (nega-
tive sup, negative sub, no-movement, positive sup, positive
sub) for each of the three axes (RO/LR, PI/FB, YA/UD).
No-movement trials were included as sham trials to encour-
age the participants to remain active. Finally, in order to
replicate a realistic flight scenario, the participants were free
to move their head and body, looking and/or fixating where
they wished, as long as it did not interfere with the task.
The fact that the head was left unrestrained is consid-
ered undesirable, causing erroneous motion detection due
to conflicting self-generated sensory information, and thus
rarely performed in traditional motion perception experi-
ments. However we considered it ecologically innovative and
in alignment with HAR experimentation because it replicated
human response under realistic flight circumstances, allow-
ing for a more realistic SD occurrence dataset.

B. PARTICIPANTS
The EuroMov Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the Uni-
versity of Montpellier approved that the scientific objectives
and organization of both experiments (IRB-EM rotational:
1703B, IRB-EM translational: 1704B) were safe and appro-
priate for human participation. The EuroMov IRB commit-
tee rules and regulations are in accordance with the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments. Eighteen
and 14 healthy volunteers with normal or corrected vision
gave informed consent before participating in the rotational
and translational tasks respectively (males and females, 32±
10 years old); four of the 32 participants reported having
novice time-limited piloting experiences lasting less than
40 hours. Four of the 18 rotational participants and four of
the 14 translational participants were over the age of 40 years.
The participants who performed the rotational experiment
were not the same than those who performed the translational
experiment, therefore, there was no confounds due to experi-
mental ordering, learning, carryover, or fatigue effects. The
same participant population, university students, and staff,
were used for both experiments; therefore, it is likely that both
experimental populations were similar.

C. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND MOTION SIMULATION
SYSTEM
The experiment took approximately 90 min and consisted
of four sections (1) arrival, questionnaires, and instruction;
(2) familiarization; (3) active control of rotational or trans-
lational stimulation; and (4) questionnaire and debriefing.
Participants were instructed to maintain the cabin stationary
at the initial trial position or orientation by compensating the
axial stimulus. Axial stimulus dead-reckoning required that
participants moderately move the joystick in the opposing
axial direction as the felt stimulus; task performance strate-
gies were encouraged. After describing the experimental task
and completing the questionnaires, participants were securely
installed using a safety harness and headphones for com-
munication, as shown in Figure 3A. Once the participant
was installed in the cabin, the cabin door was closed and
all communication between the participant and experimenter
was performed via a camera interface system that facili-
tated two-way auditory communication. The camera system
also provided the experimenter visual feedback of the par-
ticipant’s upper body. The experimenter visually monitored
the well-being of the participants, and confirmed partici-
pant’s feelings of illness auditorily; the experiment ended
if the participants reported physical illness. Two question-
naires were administered before the experimental phase: a
claustrophobia assessment [35], [36] and SSQ [22], [23].
All questionnaires were administered in the native fluently
spoken language of each participant (French or English). The
claustrophobia questionnaire consisted of two sections: the
first section measured fear of suffocation (14 questions) and
the second section assessed fear of restriction (12 questions).
The claustrophobia questionnaire was used as a screen-
ing method to assess whether participants could enter the
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simulator and perform the task relatively stress-free; partici-
pants who scored 40 points or lower, indicating that they were
not claustrophobic, were initially recruited, and participants
scoring higher than 40 were recruited last. For both the rota-
tional and translational experiments all participants scored
‘‘non-claustrophobic’’, rotational results were mean=10.94,
max=38, min=0 and translational results were mean=8.77,
max=9, min=0. The SSQ consisted of 16 questions and
measured the participant’s general physical state, evaluating
nausea, ocular motor, and disorientation sub-scales. The SSQ
was administered before and after the experiment to measure
the effects of the experiment in terms of disorientation.

The motion simulation system that provided sensory stim-
ulation, iMose, consisted of a 6DOF position-controlled
KUKA-based motion simulator system (KR 500-3 MT
adapted by BEC GmbH motion simulators, KUKA Roboter
GmbH, Germany) and a local area network of three indepen-
dent workstations [17], [37], [38]. Figures 3B and 33C show
the interior and exterior of the simulation system, data was
transferred between the simulator and workstations at 250 Hz
using UDP. Workstations 1 and 3 were located in the exper-
imenter control room; workstation 1 generated motion for
the robot using a MATLAB/Simulink control interface pro-
gram (MATLAB and Simulink Toolbox Release 2009, The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Worksta-
tion 2 was fixed to the simulator cabin, and it administered
the red dot or black visual screen and recorded participant
joystick responses. Workstation 3, using Labview, served as
the experimenter’s user control interface to start and stop
the experiment and collect experimental data without causing
information delays between the workstations.

D. ANALYSIS
The analysis methodologies for dataset creation were to:
1) verify the correctness of experimental design execution
using data standardization, 2) perform response categoriza-
tion to label the joystick response data, 3) perform motion
detection EDA to identify speed and axis influences on
motion detection performance, 4) perform physical disori-
entation EDA to confirm whether other possible measures
besides joystick response could conveymarkers for SD occur-
rence, and 5) summarize dataset performance by identify-
ing behavioral trends. Python was used for all analyses,
using numpy, pandas, scipy, seaborn, plotly, and matplotlib
(Python 3.9, Python Software Foundation, Fredericksburg,
Virginia, USA).

1) VERIFICATION OF SIMULATION DATASET
All trials, familiarization and experimental trials, were
used in data analysis to maximize data usage. Automatic
motion stimuli and participant joystick responses were down-
sampled from 250 Hz to 10 Hz for data analyses, such that
only relevant human motor movements were considered;
literature has shown that human hand and arm movements
do not exceed frequencies of 10 Hz [32]. Data standardiza-
tion pre-processing analysis was performed, using two-steps,

to ensure that the data was properly collected. In the first step,
correct experimental function was verified for three main
items, using joystick response and cabin motion trajectories
per trial; axis, axial direction, and speed labeling; joystick and
cabin directional control convention, ensuring that joystick
response opposed cabin motion; minimal joystick motion
required to command cabin motion referred to as the dead-
zone. In the second step, the motion and timing of cabin
motion with respect to joystick response were checked for
correctness. The robotic simulator performed motion stim-
ulation in real-time using a real-time Linux kernel, with
a MATLAB/Simulink input layer, to capture responses with
minimal delay. Despite the advantage of rapid response syn-
chrony, real-time systems are prone to having system delays
that can influence functional timing and communication
between tasks; real-time functioning refers to the order in
which numerical tasks are executed using the available com-
puter resources. Therefore, the rotational and translational
experiments had trials where system delays caused certain
sequential events, like joystick and cabin response, to be exe-
cuted in the wrong sequential order. Due to these slight pro-
cessing and thus execution errors that are due to the real-time
functionality of the motion simulator, it was necessary to
remove all trials that had frequency or joystick-cabin related
defects such that experimental defects were not confounded
with participant response. The following defects, ordered
from most to least prevalent, were checked in the second step
of data standardization:
• insufficient trial length, trials where phases a and/or
b were shorter than the minimal expected trial length
of 17s, denoting the system sampling frequency was
faster than desired,

• delays greater than 5s that prevented rapid cabin move-
ment with respect to joystick response, or incorrect axial
and/or directional cabin motion with respect to joystick
response,

• trials where joystick motion was sufficient but the cabin
insufficiently moved,

• temporal gaps in data.
In total, 40% and 50% of rotational and translational trial data
was removed from the analysis, respectively. Functional and
execution errors were expected because the systemwas a new
experimental test platform, where many computers needed to
operate in synchrony. Data standardization was the only step
that removed trial data, trials that passed data standardization
were used in data analysis.

2) RESPONSE CATEGORIZATION
Detection of correct stimuli was categorized into ten possible
categories based on the selection of axis and axial direc-
tion. Figure 4 depicts a flowchart and possible participant
choices based on response movements. The blue squares
indicate the experimental trial type: the presence of motion
stimuli denoted by ‘‘Movement’’ and no presence of motion
stimuli denoted by ‘‘Sham’’. For ‘‘Movement’’ activity, the
green squares indicate participant response activity such
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FIGURE 3. Motion simulator apparatus and installation; A and B show the experimental simulator cabin with and without a seated
participant respectively. C shows an exterior view of the six-axis iMose motion simulator, consisting of the participant cabin and the
robotic arm.

that ‘‘1-3 axes’’ means that the participant moved the joystick
on one or more axes and ‘‘No axes’’ means that the partici-
pant did not move the joystick. The yellow diamonds denote
the decision process based on the question asked within the
diamond. For example, for ‘‘Movement’’ activity where the
participant responded using one or more joystick movements,
the following question is posed: ‘‘Is the stimulus axis the
same as the axis in which the participant initially moved the
joystick?’’. If yes, the axis was noted as correct, and the initial
direction was confirmed in a similar manner. For example,
‘‘Did the participant initiallymove in the opposite direction of
the stimulus direction?’’. The red numbers indicate the total
number of possible categories based on the logical progres-
sion of performing the task correctly, first finding the correct
axis and then finding the correct direction to counteract the
vestibular stimulus. The ten detection performance categories
were reduced to four categories:
• Initially Correct axis and direction: trials in which the
first response waswith the correct axis and direction (IC:
Category 1),

• Eventually Correct axis or direction: trials where the first
response was with an incorrect axis or direction but the
correct axis and direction was found (EC: Category 2, 4,
and 5),

• Never Correct: trials where participants acted on the
joystick but never found the correct axis and/or direction
(NC: Category 3, 6, and 7),

• No response: trials in which participants did not respond
(NR: Category 9).

Categories 8 and 10 corresponded to the no-movement sham
trials and were not used in the analysis.

3) MOTION DETECTION EDA
Motion detection EDA investigated three aspects, including
speed, axis, and gravitational influences on motion detec-
tion performance. The normalized response count and Reac-
tion Time (RT) per detection performance category were
quantified for each axis and speed condition. The normalized
response count was the adjusted count per response cate-
gory, with respect to the given number of trials multiplied

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of selection process for detection performance
categories, where correct response categories 1, 2, 4, and 5 denote
non-SD occurrence and wrong response categories 3, 6, 7, and 9 denote
SD occurrence.

by participants; the total trial count per participant was 36,
excluding sham trials. The total trial count per participant was
adjusted to 36, such that the interpretation of results would
be consistent with the experimental design. The total number
of trials per participant was less than 36 because trials that
did not follow the experimental design were removed during
the data standardization step mentioned in Section III-D1.
RT was the time that the participant used to find the correct
axis and direction. The 95% confidence interval per axis
was calculated to determine which detection performance
categories were significant. Detection performance cate-
gories above the lower confidence interval were eval-
uated further. Significant and corresponding detection
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performance categories were compared for the speed and
axis. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was used to eval-
uate whether to use a parametric or non-parametric two-
sample comparison test for within-axis and across-axis com-
parisons. All test evaluations resulted in non-parametric dis-
tributions; therefore, only non-parametric tests were used.
Two non-parametric tests were used to evaluate compar-
isons: Wilcoxon signed-rank distribution test and Wilcoxon
rank-sum distribution test [39]. Uneven two-sample non-
parametric test data vectors were compared using the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test. However, the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test required that equal length vectors be compared,
thus shorter length vectors were padded with NaN values to
preserve the equivalent number of samples with respect to
the longer vector and the distribution of the shorter length
vector. Statistical p-values are reported using the follow-
ing standardized significance levels: the Bonferroni required
value of 0.0167 for two test comparisons, 0.05 for single test
comparisons, and 0.001 for strongly significant one or two
test comparisons.

4) PHYSICAL DISORIENTATION EDA
Detection performance categories were related to only the
SSQ disorientation sub-scale, not the combined SSQ score,
because the task was related to disorientation with respect
to motion detection [22], [23]. Physical disorientation was
monitored before and after the experiment using the SSQ
disorientation sub-scale, such that the difference in before and
after measures were attributed to the experienced task; SSQ
disorientation difference equaled the disorientation score
before the experiment, minus the score after the experi-
ment. Negative SSQ disorientation difference meant that the
task made the participant disoriented (e.g., they felt better
before), and positive SSQ disorientation difference meant
that the task rendered the participant less disoriented (e.g.,
they felt better after). Physical disorientation for accurate and
non-accurate motion detection performers were compared,
to quantify whether physical disorientation report could also
be a marker for SD, like dead-reckoning joystick response.
Again, Wilcoxon signed-rank or rank-sum non-parametric
distribution tests were used to evaluate comparisons, as the
KS test only found non-parametric distributions. The men-
tioned statistical p-value reporting convention was used.

5) PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Aparticipant detection performance rank score was created to
compare overall participant detection performance with per-
fect performance. The performance rank score was calculated
per subject across trials, per experiment, where

Rank score = 2 · (IC count)+ (EC count) (1)

The rank score equation weights were arbitrarily chosen
such that the equation formulation was most simplistic; RT
was not considered in the rank score because rotational and
translational experimental stimulation timings were different
and thus non-comparable. IC performance was the desired

behavior for the task so a weight of two was given to each IC
trial. EC was also desired task behavior because participants
were able to eventually find the correct axis and direction,
however mistakes were made, thus a weight of one was given
to each EC trial. NC and NR performance trials were not
the desired task behavior so they were given no credit. Thus
a rank score of 72 corresponded with perfect performance,
where IC detection was performed for all 36 motion stimuli
trials. Finally, the rank score was used to divide participants
into three final categories in order to summarize performance
with respect to each experiment.Mean and standard deviation
of participants’ rank score per experiment were calculated,
such that participants were divided into best, average, and
worst categories if their rank score was greater, within, and
lower than one standard deviation from the experimental
participant mean respectively.

E. PART I RESULTS
1) MOTION DETECTION EDA
For both rotational and translational experiments, EDA for
motion detection behavior was quantified using count and
RT per detection performance category, axis, and speed; no
significant differences were found between positive and neg-
ative axial directions, thus axial direction differences were not
considered. As mentioned in II-A, axial, axial direction, and
speed/acceleration limits were referred to as motion detection
thresholds. A motion detection threshold is registered from a
self-report that motion was felt along a specific axis and axis
direction for a specificmotion stimulus frequency. Results are
typically displayed in terms of mean detection count across
or per subject for many stimulus motion frequencies, where
count results are grouped by successful and unsuccessful
detection [29], [30], [31]. We performed the same analysis
presentation for sub and sup speeds/frequencies, displaying
results in terms of count, mean count, and RT across partic-
ipants; count and RT results were grouped by detection per-
formance categories. Figure 5 shows the normalized summed
count (top row), normalized mean count (middle row), and
mean RT (bottom row) per detection performance category,
across participants for RO, PI, YA, LR, FB, and UD axes and
sub & sup speed conditions. The top row shows the normal-
ized summed count per detection performance category for
each axis and speed condition. For rotation, the summed bars
in the top row are equal to 648, which corresponds to the
18 participants multiplied by 36 trials. The top row represents
the distribution of total trial responses per response category.
Similarly, for translation, the summed bars in the top row
are equal to 504 which corresponds to the 14 participants
multiplied by 36 trials. The middle row shows the mean count
of the same normalized count data across participants. The
mean count represents the frequency of selecting a response
category across participants. It was necessary to show both
mean and total selection count because average axis selection
count could not be clearly understood from the total axis
selection count; the total count gave information about overall
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participant response and the average count gave information
about participant tendencies. The bottom row displays the
mean RT taken to detect correctly, thus only IC and EC
response categories are shown. Bars without error bars indi-
cate a single sample value, or several participants had the
same count value. Single-sample bar values may exist due to
data elimination during the rigorous standardization process.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test and rank-sum tests were used
to determine significance such that significant and slightly
significant relationships were represented by (* within axis
comparison of sub and sup, ** across axes comparison).
Bonferroni correction: p < 0.0167 was used as the signif-
icance threshold. Detection performance categories above
the lower confidence interval, denoted by the solid red line,
were considered for statistical comparison across subjects for
categories within (e.g.; sub vs. sup) and across (e.g.; RO sub
vs. PI sub) axis conditions.

Motion detection speed performance was evaluated by
statistically comparing sup and sub speed counts and RT, per
axis and detection performance category, for both rotational
and translational experiments. The most counted detection
performance category for RO and PI axes, EC and IC respec-
tively, had sup speed counts that were higher than sub speed
counts; the blue stars in the top row of Figure 5 depict slight
statistical significance for sub and sup differences (RO count
EC sup vs sub: KS: non-normal distribution, signed-rank:
p < 0.001, rank-sum: p < 0.026, n=13; PI count IC sup
vs sub: KS: non-normal distribution, signed-rank: p < 0.08,
n=18). There was a similar trend for the YA axis, where
the most counted detection performance category, IC, had
a higher sup count than sub count. No statistically signif-
icant differences between sub and sup speeds were found
in the translational experiment. However, there was a trend
for all axes where the most counted detection performance
category for LR, FB, and UD axes, corresponding to EC,
EC, and IC respectively, had sup speed counts that were
higher than sub speed counts. Translational motion sub and
sup speed differences were less apparent than in rotational
motion due to inner-ear stimulation differences. Reduced
speed detection in translational motion were likely attributed
to less semi-circular stimulation and delayed otolith sig-
naling in comparison to rotational motion [26]. Therefore,
we suspect that more data was needed for differences to
become statistically significant. Finally, regarding RT dif-
ferences for the rotational experiment, some detection per-
formance categories had significantly lower RT for the sup
than the sub speed condition. The most counted detection
performance category for RO and PI axes, EC and IC respec-
tively, had lower RT for sup speed in comparison to sub
speed (RO RT EC sup vs sub: KS: non-normal distribution,
signed-rank: p < 0.001, rank-sum: p < 0.001, n=66; PI RT
IC sup vs sub: KS: non-normal distribution, signed-rank:
p < 0.001, rank-sum: p < 0.001, n=65); the blue stars in
the bottom row of Figure 5 depict slight statistical signifi-
cance for sub and sup differences. In summary, we demon-
strated that faster sup motion caused more accurate and faster

motion detection than slower submotion. This result has been
reported in motion detection literature, thus confirming that
the experiments were performed correctly and that the dataset
accurately represented human response [29], [31].

Motion detection axes performance was evaluated by sta-
tistically comparing counts and RT across axes, per speed
and detection performance category, for both rotational and
translational experiments. In particular, successful detection
performance categories denoted by IC and EC, per speed
condition, were compared across axes in order to deter-
mine which axis was more difficult than another; and thus
demonstrate that SD dataset responses were in alignment with
psychophysical motion detection findings. Two whole-body
motion detection literature sources showed that RO and PI
are easier to detect than YA and translational motion. In the
first source, RO and PI detection thresholds were shown to be
statistically similar for novices and experts [29]. Additionally,
RO was reported to be easier to detect than LR, UD, and
YA in both non-vestibular and vestibular dysfunction partici-
pants in the second source [31]. Table 1 depicts significant
differences in response count and mean RT for speed and
axis condition categories 1 and 2. Listing significant differ-
ences allowed us to rank axis conditions, with respect to
motion detection ease and difficulty, and then compare the
ranked list with literature reports to confirm correctness of
experimental stimuli. Table 1 shows that, in alignment with
literature reports, we similarly found that RO, PI, and FB axial
motions were easier to detect than YA, with dependence on
speed when considering only correct responses. In particular,
successful response category counts for both RO and PI at
sup speed were significantly higher than those for YA, and
for sub speed FB and PI had significantly higher counts
than YA.Moreover, our results showed functional differences
between the RO, LR, & FB and PI, YA, & UD tasks. Dur-
ing PI participants mostly initially detected correctly (IC),
and rarely when they did not initially detect correctly, they
eventually or never detect correctly. Again in YA, participants
often initially detected correctly (IC), but when they did
not initially detect correctly they did not feel any motion
and did not respond (NR). Similarly in UD, participants
often initially detected correctly (IC), and when they did not

TABLE 1. Count and RT comparisons for combined IC & EC response.
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FIGURE 5. Normalized summed count (top row), normalized mean count (middle row), and mean RT in seconds (bottom row) per detection performance
category, axis, and speed for rotational and translational stimulation.

initially detect correctly they often eventually corrected; IC
was more prevalent when speed was fast. Whereas in RO,
LR, and FB, participants could not initially detect the correct
axis and/or axis direction, but they could eventually find the
correct axis after several mistakes. Lastly, task difficulty for
within rotational and translational stimulation appeared to be
correlated with longer RT. As mentioned in Section III-A,
participants were stimulated slower in the rotational task
than in the translational task; thus, RT was different for the
rotational and translation tasks and were not compared. The
second portion in Table 1 labeled RT, shows the significant
within experiment comparison across axes for correct IC and
EC responses. For the rotational task at sup speed, RO and
PI had faster RT than YA indicating that participants needed
less time to detect motion for RO and PI. Similarly, for the
translational task at sup speed, FB had significantly faster RT
than UD. In summary, initial motion detection was least to
most difficult for PI, RO, FB, LR, UD, andYA axis; this result
was in alignment with motion detection literature. Contrary
to conventional thinking, there was no significant sensory
advantage for UD detection due to gravity because UD detec-
tion was challenging; it was likely that the vestibular sys-
tem compensated additional gravitational information [31].
EC and IC initial detection response differences for RO,
LR, & FB and PI, YA, & UD axes respectively, were likely
due to the HAR experimental aspect that participants were
loosely constrained and free to naturally move, thus causing
ambiguous sensorial interpretation.

2) PHYSICAL DISORIENTATION EDA
Twenty of the 31 participants did not feel any difference
in terms of physical disorientation during the entire experi-
ment. Considering the performance rank score mentioned in

Section III-D5, approximately 1/3 of the average detectors,
1/3 of the best detectors, and 2/3 of the worst detectors
experienced physical disorientation. The 2/3 worst detection
ratio is reported for completeness; however this measure
is disregarded because it is based on only three partici-
pants. Thus, 1/3 of the population felt physical disorientation
regardless of performance. To investigate whether there was
a relationship between physical disorientation and detection
performance, the detection performance of the 12 partici-
pants who reported physical disorientation was evaluated; see
Table 2 for a percentage of their summed trial performance
per category per SSQ difference report. For instance, a par-
ticipant who reported a before and after SSQ score of six and
four respectively would have their trial performance category
counts, of eight EC and six IC trials, associated with an
SSQ disorientation difference score of negative two. Table 2
shows the motion detection response category per reported
SSQ disorientation sub-scale difference for both the rota-
tional and translational experiments. Performance category
percentage values across SSQ scores sum to 100%. Negative
and positive SSQ values denote that the participant felt better
before and after the task respectively. The bold percentages
corresponding to negative SSQ values for categories EC and
NC highlight that more negative physical disorientation was
present in unsuccessful initial attempts to detect motion.
Table 2 demonstrates that more negative physical disorienta-
tion was observed for unsuccessful initial detection response
categories EC and NC, than for IC successful initial detection
response or no response. The negative and positive SSQ dis-
orientation differences per response category were summed
respectively, to evaluate significance between IC negative and
NC or EC negative. Physically disoriented best performers
(IC) did not report significantly less physical disorientation
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TABLE 2. SSQ disorientation sub-scale per motion detection performance
category.

than poor performers. In summary, no significant relationship
between physical disorientation and motion detection was
found. There was only a trend that EC and NC performers,
who felt physical disorientation, felt better before the task
than after. This implies that participants became fatigued
while trying to perform the task, when detection was not
easy for them. For IC performers who experienced physical
disorientation, there was no trend in terms of feeling better
before or after. Implying that participants who could detect
easily, felt discomfort for other reasons not related to the
experiment. There was a slight trend for NR performers that
felt physical disorientation, such that they felt better after
the task than before. Showing that participants who did not
respond, became comfortable and relaxed in the dark experi-
mental setting.

3) MOTION DETECTION PERFORMANCE RANK
Including both rotational and translational tasks, the highest
rank score was 55 and the lowest score was 11. On aver-
age, participants received a rank score of 37. Therefore, the
best performer, regardless of rotation or translation, achieved
(55/72) · 100 = 76.3% accuracy for the task. The aver-
age performer was only able to achieve (37/72) · 100 =
51.38% accuracy for the task. The same task accuracy statistic
was calculated for sub and sup conditions individually, for
both rotation and translation experiments, and similar results
were found, as shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows the experi-
mental performance accuracy per speed condition using the
performance rank measure. All percentages were calculated
by dividing by 36 trials. These rank statistics showed that
the detection task was challenging for the average person,
regardless of the experimental conditions, but it was not
impossible to perform with reasonable success. The partic-
ipant distribution count for the rotational experiment was
five best performers, 11 average performers, and two worst
performers. Similarly, the participant distribution count for
the translational task was as follows: two best performers,
11 average performers, and one worst performer. The rota-
tional and translational participant distribution counts for
best, average, and worst performance were similar, showing

TABLE 3. Detection performance rank per speed condition.

that both tasks were similarly challenging in terms of
motion detection. Therefore, translational detection may
not be more difficult than rotational detection in realistic
environments.

IV. PART II: SD PREDICTION USING ML, DL, AND
CLUSTERING METHODS
The goal of the Part II studywas to identifymodeling parame-
ters for reliable SD occurrence prediction using ML, DL, and
unsupervised clustering methods, using the SD occurrence
dataset that was experimentally created in Part I.

TABLE 4. Rotation and translation SD dataset organization.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
The rotation and translation SD datasets contained
19 columns where the columns contained time-series data
per trial; scalar values per trial were repeated for each corre-
sponding trial. Table 4 shows column attributes with respect
to column number; highlighted attributes were used for SD
prediction. The subject, trial, speed, axis, time, response type,
and joystick columns were pre-processed using the data pre-
processing pipeline. Three ground-truth labels and feature-
types were created; feature-types included time, frequency,
and time & frequency features and human movement science
inspired features.

B. ANALYSIS PIPELINE
The SD dataset was analysed using the following ML,
DL, and unsupervised classification analysis methodologies:
1) supervisedmodel architecture and feature selection& eval-
uation, investigating unique data use-cases and feature-types,
2) ground-truth label selection & evaluation, and 3) unsuper-
vised model architecture and feature selection & evaluation.
Python was used for the analysis pipeline, using numpy,
pandas, scipy, pywt, tensorflow, scikit-learn, seaborn, plotly,
and matplotlib (Python 3.9, Python Software Foundation,
Fredericksburg, Virginia, USA). Modeling analysis was per-
formed using jupyter-notebook with the PyPy3 Just-in-Time
Compilation kernel for faster computational performance.
Tensorflow models used standard parameter settings, such
as early stopping, He initialization, and Adam optimisation;
models were fit using 100 epochs and a batch size of 32 was
used for all models, except for the Transformer Encoder
model that used a batch size of 64.
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1) SUPERVISED MODEL ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURE
SELECTION
SVM, LSTM, MLP, CNN, LSTM-CNN, Transformer
Encoder, and RF model architectures were identified as
HAR-relevant models for predicting SD occurrence using
dead-reckoning joystick response features. Each of the seven
models were selected because they distinctively use feature
data, as explained in subsection II-C. For instance, SVM
and LSTM exploit temporal aspects of feature data. MLP is
a fundamental modeling architecture for DL methods, and
thus merited comparison for bench-marking reasons. CNN
and LSTM-CNN models were selected because they exploit
spatial aspects of feature data; similarly the Transformer
Encoder architecture exploits both temporal and spatial com-
ponents of feature data. Finally, RF was selected because
it efficiently uses feature space to organize feature data.
The seven model architectures are defined and discussed per
paragraph; reasons for model selection are given with respect
to HAR literature and used model parameter tuning are
reported for result replication. The SVM model architecture
is an ML method that distinguishes two or more classes by
finding a bisecting line in feature space that separates the
classes maximally. The feature vectors xi and class labels y
are known, such that the slope of the separable line w and
y-intercept b are calculated using an iterative approach,
where a cost function construction of w is minimized [8],
[40]. SVM can distinguish unique classes of time-series
data well because unique types of time-series are likely to
have connected areas in feature space, thus boundaries can
be found around these areas to distinguish certain temporal
patterns from other temporal patterns. Despite numerous
confirmations in literature that DLmethods outperform SVM
using time-series features, SVMwas selected as a comparison
method to survey its performance with respect to DL models
for low-frequency joystick data and decomposed feature-
types [14], [24]. The scikit-learn SVCmodel was used, where
parameters C and gamma were automatically hyperparmeter
tuned in an adaptive manner using accuracy, across batches
of data points restricted to length of 70000; use-case data was
assumed to be homogeneous. For example, C was initialized
to the default value of 1 and gamma was initialized to a
decimal value, the ratio of the number training features. If the
current batch accuracy was lower than the previous batch
accuracy, C and gamma would be increased and decreased
by an incremental decimal value respectively; the incremental
decimal value was 10 percent of the initialized values. Batch
models were tested on randomly selected portions of test
data, and the best predicting SVM batch model was selected
to represent the data use-case. All data use-cases used the
batch model hyperparameter tuning, with the exception of
four use-cases where there was less data due to data removal
standardization step. Due to the fact that the majority of
models were adaptively trained, the accuracy and ROC-AUC
values were average to best predictive representations of
SVM. Restriction of feature space to 70000 points was not
only motivated by hyperparameter tuning, but used such that

SVC could reliably compute the result without excess usage
of computational memory.

LSTM is a RNN DL method that uses a window of data
points across feature samples to make an output estimate ŷ; a
window is referred to as a batch and the number of data points
in a window are called timesteps. Unlike an RNN, LSTM is
able to learn long-term temporal dependencies using learned
associations of past features, while avoiding the vanishing
gradient problem via it’s cell gating structure. An LSTM
model consists of cells, also called nodes, where the number
of cells are the number of timesteps that are sequentially
connected from left to right. The first leftmost cell takes in
the first timestep per batch and outputs three values: the cell
memory state c which is a matrix containing the forward
propagation values, the hidden activation state a which is the
cell memory state transformed by the tanh activation function
multiplied by a constant, and the output estimate ŷ. During
the computation of each batch, the LSTM learns temporal
information from cell-to-cell by passing a and c to the next
LSTM cell to the right as an initialization, while using a
new input timestep; thus a prediction per batch depends upon
all of the timesteps [33], [41]. The LSTM architecture was
selected because numerous HAR-literature reports indicated
that LSTM captured causal information for HAR data well,
as mentioned in section II-C. In the analysis, one Tensorflow
LSTM model was used where the return state and return
sequences were set to False, indicating that we wished a
prediction per batch using timestep a and c estimates passed
from cell-to-cell. The hidden state size called n_a was tuned
in advance and 40was found to produce the highest prediction
accuracy results across data use-cases, for rotational and
translational data.

A Neural Network (NN), also known as a MLP, estimates
a probabilistic output ŷ by solving the gradient descent lin-
ear/nonlinear optimization problem in a layered/nested man-
ner such that at each layer, parameters called weights w and
biases b are estimated from known individual inputs X and
outputs y. A NN with more than two non-output layers is
referred to as a DL model [40]. Specifically, known input
features X are passed to a chosen number of nodes that each
solve gradient descent in three steps:
• Forward propagation: Z = wX + b, ŷ = A = f (Z )
where w and b are initialized with selected random
values. The activation function f truncates and bounds
Z matrix values to a desired range, such that cost func-
tion J (w, b) is likely to decrease. Relu and tanh are
common activation functions used between non-output
layers. The probabilistic estimated output ŷ is com-
puted by transforming Z using a sigmoid or softmax
function for desired binary or multi-category classes
respectively.

• Backward propagation: using the cost function J (w, b)
such that, four partial derivatives are computed
∂J
∂A ,

∂J
∂Z ,

∂J
∂w ,

∂J
∂b ,

• Update parameters: w = w− α ∂J
∂w , b = b− α ∂J

∂b where
α is known as the learning rate.
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The number of layers and nodes per layer are chosen in a sys-
tematic search manner, called hyperparameter search, such
that the output ŷ is closest to y [41]. A basic NN was selected
such that performance differences between a less complexDL
model architecture could be compared with more complex
DL HAR proven architectures. Concerning the performed
analysis, two to eight layer Tensorflow MLP models with
randomly selected nodes per layer were tested, such that the
best performing MLP model was used for each data use case.
Nodes per layer were selected as a function of the number
of prediction classes, such that nodes decreased, increased,
decreased then increased, or increased then decreased across
layers. In general, 4 to 6 layer models with a decreasing node
size per layer predicted best; Tensorflow Dense layers were
employed for NN models.

CNN is a DL NN method that uses 2D spatial input infor-
mation to estimate a probabilistic output ŷ using the NN
framework of forward and backward propagation. Stacked
2D matrix or stacked 3D image inputs are manipulated
value-by-value or pixel-by-pixel using successive convolu-
tion, pooling, and dropout to enhance spatial patterns before
and/or after NN optimisation is performed [40], [41]. Well-
known shorter CNN architectures include Max Pooling CNN
(MPCNN), Encoder-Decoder, whereas longer deep architec-
tures include ResNet, Xception, and Inception. CNN was
selected as a comparative model because HAR literature
reported that CNN was a reliable method for predicting HAR
activity; CNN architecture selection was inspired by existing
architectures used for HAR [12], [24]. In the analysis, we tune
the CNN Tensorflow representative model by performing
both MPCNN and encoder-decoder architectures, and select-
ing the architecture with the highest accuracy for each data
use-case and label. Feature signals were stacked on top of
each other, and then reshaped into a 3D image of size 64 ×
64. The encoder-decoder architecture consisted of: 64 filters
5 × 5 Conv2D with stride (2,2), LeakyReLU, Dropout 0.3,
128 filters 5 × 5 Conv2D with stride (2,2), Flatten, Dense
layer output dimensionwith softmax or sigmoid activation for
multi-class or binary prediction respectively. The following
MPCNN architecture was used: 32 filters 5 × 5 Conv2D
with stride (1,1), ReLU, MaxPooling2D pool size (2,2) with
stride (2,2), 64 filters 5× 5 Conv2D with stride (1,1), ReLU,
MaxPooling2D pool size (2,2) with stride (2,2), Flatten,
Dense layer 1000 with relu, Dense layer output dimension
with softmax or sigmoid activation for multi-class or binary
prediction respectively. The padding option called same was
used for all models.

LSTM-CNN is a hybrid DL method that first performs
LSTM to reduce inputs to binary patterns, such that similar
sequential behavior is grouped, and then applies CNN on
reduced spatial features. LSTM-CNN was selected because
HAR literature reported that this modeling architecture was
a competitive alternative to CNN [24]. Additionally, it was
hypothesized that spatial binary groups of SD and non-SD,
like a QR code, maybe more efficient as inputs than the raw
time-series or transformed time-series features. LSTM and

CNN modelization were similarly performed as previously
mentioned individual models. After LSTM was performed,
the reduced estimated output was reshaped into a 64× 64 3D
image, such that CNN was used to find spatial trends in the
binary behavioral image.

The Transformer Encoder model consists of three main
steps: positional encoding, multi-head attention, feedforward
NN. In the positional encoding step, the feature matrix is
added to a positional encoding matrix; the positional encod-
ing matrix is created from unique feature point values that
are mapped to shifted sinusoids. Next, Multi-Head Atten-
tion compares the positionally enhanced data points from a
selected feature called query, with the other enhanced fea-
ture data points called keys. The similarity of query data
points with respect to key data points are computed via Self-
Attention, the relationship between data points via their value
and position is referred to as the context. The feedforward
NN then learns how the context corresponds to the output
y, thus allowing for reliable estimations for y. Multi-head
attention and feedforward are typically repeated six times,
such that different combinations of query, keys, and values
are selected, thus allowing for learning of different context
representations with respect to the output y [33], [41]. Due
to the fact that the Transformer Encoder model quantifies
the value and positional relationship of each feature with
respect to other features, it is widely used in applications
where feature order is important for meaning such as text-
processing, speech recognition, and image classification [34].
The Transformer Encoder architecture was of interest as a
spatial comparison method to the CNN architecture because
it compares information in parallel. In the analysis, the max-
imum number of unique encoded positions was set to the
number of timesteps, the encoding/embedding dimension
size was the number of features; input vocabulary size or
unique data points was set to 10. The Standard Transformer
Encoder modeling architecture was employed; Tensorflow
functions Embedding, MultiHeadAttention, FullyConnected,
LayerNormalization, and Dropout were used.

RF is an ensemble baggingmethod that combines the result
of manyweaker decision treemodels into a single framework,
by a process called voting where the mode prediction class
is found per sample across all decision tree models. The
decision tree method systematically divides the feature space
into two subspaces at every decision criteria evaluation, such
that the values in each subspace become more homogeneous.
The goal of the decision criterion is to split the subspace
at a location boundary where the difference between certain
neighboring points are the largest. The stopping criteria typ-
ically consists of the three situations: the right and/or left
subspace have less than a minimum number of data points,
the maximum depth has been achieved, the data points in the
subspace have similar/homogeneous values. RF is effective
if decision tree models are not correlated, meaning that each
model prediction is different such that voting results are not
biased. Correlated models can be prevented by tuning the
number of trees and using a reliable decision criteria like
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entropy [40], [42]. HAR literature has shown that RF, similar
to SVM, is a reliable ML method for predicting human activ-
ity. However, unlike many DL methods that use time-series
features, RF requires feature transformation [24]. RF was
selected as a comparison method to document responses for
low-frequency joystick data and decomposed feature-types.
Regarding the modeling analysis, default scikit-learn param-
eter selection was used for the RF model.

Feature matrix construction involved selection of three
aspects; relevant experimental data referred to as use-cases;
feature quantity; and feature-types. Data use-case, fea-
ture quantity, and feature-type were selected because they
strongly influence model predictive ability with respect to
data variability, feature matrix explainability, and feature
characteristics in alignment with model function. Regarding
data use-cases, six data use-cases per experiment, rotational
and translational, were constructed from the speed and axis
experimental parameters:
• general use-case: all speed and axes conditions,
• speed use-case: sup speed and all axes conditions,
• speed use-case: sub speed and all axes conditions,
• axis use-case: all speed and ax0 RO/LR axes conditions,
• axis use-case: all speed and ax1 PI/FB axes conditions,
• axis use-case: all speed and ax2 YA/UD axes conditions.

Speed and axis data use-cases served as a way to mimic
SD use-cases in order to numerically determine whether cur-
rently practiced SD use-case evaluation is an effective strat-
egy for SD prediction. Next, feature quantity construction
consisted of testing predictive feature explainability using
one, two, three, or all features; all total features consisted
of 9 or 27 features depending on the feature-type. Feature
explainability, also referred to as feature importance, quanti-
fies the predictive relationship between feature/s and the tar-
get output. Finally, feature-type construction was motivated
by two factors:
• exploitation of human movement science domain
knowledge that humans regulate velocity and accelera-
tion to perform position-based motions,

• investigation of time and/or frequency signal influences
on model architecture.

HAR pose estimation typically uses position or image
features, and HAR IMU accelerometer features are
acceleration-only representations [10], [24]. However, the
human movement science domain has proven that the brain
requires derivative information in order for the body to
generate smooth position trajectories [32]. Thus, implying
that position, velocity, and acceleration motion trajectories
convey unique and important temporal information about
human motion. It was of interest to understand whether
the additional derivative information would improve human
activity predictions. Thus, first and second derivatives of the
joystick signal were calculated; a third-order low pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 10Hz was applied to the second
derivative. The position, velocity, and acceleration joystick
time-series features are used in combination as opposed to
position-only or acceleration-only features, that are typically

used in HAR. In addition, we compare model performance
using only position trajectories in comparison to position,
velocity, and acceleration trajectories, to determine whether
the additional derivative information would result in better
model performance. As mentioned in subsection II-C, feature
selection was also motivated by the need to categorize feature
characteristic dependency with respect to model architecture,
such that the feature and model selection process for SD
prediction would be fast, easy, and well documented. Feature
characteristics consisted of time, frequency, and time &
frequency representations, for consistency feature character-
istics are referred to as feature-types. The three feature-types
were:
• time-only: joystick time-series signals in temporal order,
• frequency-only: five frequency pattern sublevels of the
DWT using the symlets 5 mother wavelet [12],

• time & frequency: flattened 2D spectrogram formally
called the short-time Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and
the flattened 2D continuous wavelet transform (CWT)
using the Mexican hat mother wavelet as reported
in [12].

Moreover, position, velocity, and acceleration joystick
features were transformed into time, frequency, and time &
frequency feature decompositions, thus creating a total of
27 features; position only joystick features had 9 total fea-
tures. Feature construction of the three aspects consisted
of several pre-processing steps, called the pipeline, where
time-series joystick dead-reckoning data was transformed
into respective feature matrices. Joystick signals were base-
line shifted to zero and constant zero joystick response trials
were removed. All features and labels were linearly inter-
polated or downsampled such that all trials were 400 data
points, equivalent to 40s long. As previously mentioned in
section III-A, data trial length was different for each trial
because participants initially responded when they perceived
motion; shortest and longest trials were approximately 32s
and 50s respectively. Forty seconds was chosen as an appro-
priate length because the average trial length was approxi-
mately 45s and total trial length needed to be divisible by
multiples of 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 400 for the data length eval-
uation analysis. Finally, the features were scaled using stan-
dardization such that values were scaled appropriately [40].
Once the feature matrix and labels were created for each data
use-case, class balance oversampling was used for each of the
three ground-truth labels. Classes with less label data were
padded with respective class samples that were randomly
selected in non-repeating order, such that each class had an
equivalent and diverse representation of data samples.

Five main analysis were performed to test both the
selectedmodel architectures and feature constructions: model
architecture performance evaluation using data use-cases,
model architecture performance evaluation using feature
quantity, model architecture performance evaluation using
permutation importance (PIM) feature-type, model archi-
tecture performance evaluation using human movement
science feature-type, and LSTM required data quantity.
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Model architecture and feature usage evaluations investigated
which ML & DL model architectures had better prediction
accuracy and/or ROC-AUC for different data use-cases, fea-
ture quantity, and feature-type. Concerning the feature-type
evaluations, a feature-type dependency scored was created
from PIM such that feature-type dependency was quantified
for each model architecture. Using the feature-type depen-
dency score we confirm that model architectures are designed
to process certain types of feature data. For example, sequen-
tial models are designed to identify trends in time-based
features and CNN-based model are designed to identify spa-
tial features [33], [40], [41]. In addition, the dependency
score provided information about non-intentionally designed
feature-types with respect to model architectures, thus allow-
ing for better fundamentally understanding of model archi-
tecture function. After identifying the best performing model
architecture, data length usage was investigated such that the
ideal data quantity that best predicted SD was found.

2) SUPERVISED PERFORMANCE METRICS
Supervised classification analysis used model accuracy and
ROC-AUC metrics to evaluate model performance, feature
performance was evaluated via the permutation importance
(PIM) metric. Individual metric comparisons, of the three
metrics, were evaluated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank or
rank-sum tests where p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 were consid-
ered significant and strongly significant respectively; only
non-parametric tests were used because the KS test reported
non-parametric distributions. Accuracy measured the true
positive (TP) and true negative (TN) counts over the total
number of samples; a value of 1 and 0 correspond to 100%
and 0% correct prediction. Accuracy only gives information
about how well the model approves data, but not about how
well the model rejects data.

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(2)

where FP and FN correspond to false positive and negative
counts, respectively. The ROC-AUC measure was used to
evaluate both classification acceptance and rejection per-
formance. ROC-AUC is the area under the false positive
rate (FPR), shown in equation (3), versus the True Positive
Rate (TPR), shown in equation (4),

FPR =
FP

FP+ TN
(3)

TPR =
TP

TP+ FN
(4)

An ROC-AUC score of one indicates perfect prediction of
all labeled classes, whereas a score of 0.5 or lower indicates
that prediction of all labeled classes was poor with chance
level performance or lower. ROC-AUC was needed in addi-
tion to accuracy to determine if FP values were balanced
with TP values, ensuring that the SD model could accurately
reject and accept the data [40]. AUC and roc auc score met-
rics in TensorFlow and scikit-learn were used respectively.

The accuracymetric in both TensorFlow and scikit-learnwere
used. Average 5-fold cross validation test prediction accu-
racy and ROC-AUC measures were used to evaluate model
performance.

Feature importance was of interest because each feature
contained distinct information about disorientation. It was of
interest to understand which feature/s could convey the most
informative information about the occurrence of perceptual
disorientation. Feature importance was calculated such that
each feature was shuffled individually and model accuracy
was calculated for each shuffled feature. Unshuffled model
prediction accuracy was subtracted with each of the shuffled
feature prediction accuracy scores. The change in prediction
accuracy for each shuffled feature was ranked, such that
the feature with the largest change in prediction accuracy
was considered the most important feature. The scikit-learn
PIM function was used for SVM and RF models, PIM was
calculated manually for the MLP, LSTM, Transformer, CNN,
and LSTM-CNN Tensorflow models. A dependency score
was constructed to evaluate each model architecture’s depen-
dence on three feature-types, the score was calculated by first
obtaining the minimum number of used feature-types. For
example there were three, 18, and six time, frequency, and
time & frequency features, therefore three was selected as
the minimum number of feature-types and only the best three
features from each group were used. A ratio was constructed
such that the minimum number of feature-types, which was 3,
was divided by the sum of the first three permutation impor-
tant ordered features, per feature-type.

dependency score =
3

2∑
rank=0

PIM rank

, (5)

where the dependency score was calculated for each
feature-type and the PIM rank corresponded to the first three
features for each respective feature-type. A value of 1 sig-
nified that the permutation important feature-types changed
model predictions during PIM thus the model was strongly
dependent on these features-types. A value closer to zero
indicates that the feature-type did not strongly change model
prediction during PIM, and thus the model weakly depends
on these features-types.

3) GROUND-TRUTH LABEL SELECTION
The data pre-processing pipeline prepared features and labels
per data use-case such that they could be used for SD super-
vised and unsupervised classification analyses. There was
uncertain about how to quantitatively define SD, therefore
it was of interest to investigate several plausible quantita-
tive definitions of SD, called SD ground-truth labels. Three
ground-truth labels identifying SD occurrence were created,
based on the identified performance categories IC, EC, NC,
and NR in Part I. The three SD ground-truth labels were:
• Lenient: a binary label denoting SD for NC and
NR performance categories and non-SD for IC and
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EC categories, implying that small occasional mis-
takes did not signify SD whereas successive errors
signified SD,

• Strict: a binary label denoting SD for EC, NC, and NR
performance categories and non-SD for the IC category,
implying that small occasional mistakes and successive
errors are likely to be SD and only non-SD occurred
when performance was perfect,

• Complex: a multi-category label depicting SD via NC
and NR responses, mild-SD using EC responses, and
non-SD using only IC responses.

The purpose of testing different labels was to understand
how to best define SD from the intrinsic organization of the
data; better predicting models using a certain label implies
that the data is best structured for that label. We com-
pare our data-driven definition of SD with the current
functional definition of SD [6]. SD identification label effec-
tiveness was evaluated using model mean accuracy, where
high mean accuracy signified that the label described the
data well. Ground-truth label identification demonstrated that
a numerically derived definition of SD was possible. Each
ground-truth label was ranked from most to least appropriate
based on highest to lowest model mean accuracy respectively.

4) UNSUPERVISED MODEL ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURE
SELECTION
K-means, K-medoids, and GMM unsupervised clustering
methods were used to investigate SD. K-means is a recursive
method that groups feature data X into k chosen number of
clusters using the minimum Euclidean distance, from each
centroid to each X sample, as a measure to assign samples
of X to each group; centroids can be randomly assigned [40].
K-medoids, known as Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM),
is also a recursive method that groups feature data X into
k chosen number of clusters using the minimum sum of
pairwise dissimilarities, as a measure to assign samples of
X to each cluster object called a medoids; centroids must
be assigned to X sample points [43]. Unlike hard clustering
methods, like K-means and K-medoids where each exam-
ple is assigned to a unique cluster, GMM is a soft method
that gives each example a membership score quantifying a
probabilistic associated with each cluster [40]. K-means, K-
medoids, and GMM were selected because they are reliable
methods that use unique sample assignment strategies. Data
with different feature space organization and scaling, like the
rotational & translational task and even expert pilot trajecto-
ries, can be reliably clustered. Multiple unsupervised meth-
ods were tested in order to improve the possibility of finding
an unsupervised label similar to each ground-truth label.
Unsupervisedmethod labels were compared with SD ground-
truth labels, using six different feature matrix combinations:
• joystick position
• joystick position & velocity
• joystick position, velocity, & acceleration
• joystick position, & two joystick position DWTs
• joystick position, & six joystick position DWTs

• three PCA components generated from joystick posi-
tion, velocity, & acceleration

These six combinations were selected because they combined
position joystick trajectories with unique representations of
joystick behavior. Position combined with derivative rep-
resentations were motivated by human movement science
findings where position movements depend on velocity and
acceleration information. Combinations of position and the
DWT were used in order to create a feature space with
both important temporal and frequency representations of
joystick behavior. Finally, PCA was used on position and
derivative representations in order to create a feature space
with important temporal representations of joystick behavior.
PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique where data is
transformed into a new coordinate system where data is orga-
nized from highest to lowest data variance [40]. Scikit-learn
was used to calculate K-means, GMM, and PCAmethods; the
scikit-learn-extra package was used to compute K-medoids.
The rand score performance metric, also referred to as the
rand index, was used to evaluate similarity between unsu-
pervised labels and ground-truth labels. The rand score was
selected because it is a simple and reliable method for com-
paring labels with the same number of clusters, regardless of
cluster ordering assignment. The rand score is the ratio of the
number of agreeing label pairs with respect to the number of
label pairs. The scikit-learn rand score function was used for
all unsupervised label comparisons.

C. PART II RESULTS
1) SUPERVISED MODEL ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURE
EVALUATION
Model architecture predictive ability was evaluated using
classification accuracy and ROC-AUC score on a test dataset.
Figure 6 shows test dataset prediction accuracy for the
selected model architectures, using the 27 position, velocity,
& acceleration feature set. Colored points depict model accu-
racy values for each data use-case, ground-truth label, and
feature quantity. Each model architecture and data use-case
per ground-truth label tested four different feature quantities,
thus corresponding to four points per model on each line.
The mean model test accuracy from greatest to smallest
was LSTM, RF, Trans, SVM, MLP, CNN, and LSTM-CNN
with mean accuracy of 0.84, 0.82, 0.77, 0.67, 0.58, 0.45,
and 0.44 respectively; the average for each model was com-
puted across experiments, data use-cases, ground-truth labels,
feature-types, and feature quantities. The following five para-
graphs quantify relationships between model architecture,
data use-case, feature quantity, PIM and human movement
science feature-type, and LSTM data quantity usage in detail.
For all analysis the 27 position, velocity, & acceleration
feature set was used; the 9 position feature set was com-
pared with the 27 feature set for human movement science
evaluations.

SD prediction accuracy and ROC-AUC was evaluated for
speed and axis data use-cases in comparison to using all the
data, to determine whether SD modeling was more effective
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FIGURE 6. Test prediction accuracy for the selected model architectures using the position, velocity, & acceleration feature set for different: data
use-cases, ground-truth labels (strict, lenient, complex), and feature quantity (one, two, three, or all features) used. For visual ease, circles and crosses
correspond to the rotation and translation experiment types, respectively. Blue, orange, green, red, purple, brown, and magenta correspond to the SVM,
RF, MLP, LSTM, Transformer, CNN, and LSTM-CNN models. Regarding notation, ax0, ax1, ax2 indicate RO, PI, YA for the rotational task and LR, FB, UD for
the translational task respectively; ’all’ after the first underscore refers to all axis trials. Additionally, sup and sub denote sup and sub speed stimulation
trials respectively; ’all’ after the second underscore refers to all speed trials.

by use-case. Model performance, accuracy & ROC-AUC,
for the speed use-case and general data usage were statisti-
cally compared across feature quantity and model architec-
tures, no significant differences in accuracy and ROC-AUC
were found for each ground-truth label. Similarly, model
performance for the axis use-case and general data usage
were statistically compared across feature quantity andmodel
architectures. No significant differences in ROC-AUC were
found for each ground-truth label, however accuracy was
significantly higher for the translational lenient label use-
case (mean accuracy: 0.84) than general data usage (mean
accuracy: 0.79), regardless of model architecture (transla-
tional lenient, axis vs all data: KS: non-normal distribution,
signed-rank: p < 0.05, n=7). These results show that if sev-
eral model architectures are used for SD prediction, better
prediction results for data use-cases depend on the label
and the use-case. Model performance for speed or axis data
use-cases were statistically compared with general data usage
model performance, across feature quantity and ground-truth
labels; no significant differences in accuracy and ROC-AUC
were found for model architectures. This result shows that
regardless of the SD label tested, each model architecture
could predict use-cases and the general use-case similarly.
Therefore, using a special use-case is not an effective strategy
for SD prediction because there was no significant prediction
performance improvement with respect to using all of the
data. In summary, constructing a general model including
all use-cases will create a reliable SD predictive model.

However for certain use-cases with appropriate label selec-
tion, SD prediction can be significantly improved by model-
ing with use-case data only.

The goal of this analysis was to investigate whether specific
model architectures required a certain number of features to
reliably predict SD. Initially, PIM was calculated for each
model architecture, data use-case, and ground-truth label,
to identify which features were most important. Next, the
minimum number of needed features per model architecture
was evaluated using two methods: PIM and comparison of
accuracy for ’all’, ’top3’, ’top2’, and ’top1’ models. Mod-
els constructed with 27, three, two, and one feature/s were
referred to as ’all’, ’top3’, ’top2’, and ’top1’ models, respec-
tively. Figure 7 shows each model architecture, data use-case,
and ground-truth label with respect to the three most impor-
tant features. The mean and standard deviation of PIM per
model architecture was calculated, regardless of data use-case
and ground-truth label, and features above the mean plus one
standard deviation were counted as a required feature. The
mean required feature count per model architecture showed
that Transformer, MLP, SVM and RF required at least 6, 4,
4, and 2 features in order to have reliable SD prediction.
LSTM, CNN, and LSTM-CNN had minuscule fluctuating
differences from baseline measures when columns were indi-
vidually permuted during PIM, therefore it was unclear how
many features were required by these models; features were
ordered from most important to least important but values
with respect to baseline were too small for comparison.
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FIGURE 7. Feature order importance based on PIM for each model architecture, data use-case, and ground-truth label. Blue, orange and green indicate
the first, second, and third most important feature respectively. The circles and crosses indicate rotation and translation experiment types, respectively.

Due to the fact that all models could not be compared with
PIM, a second previously mentioned method was used to
evaluate minimal required feature quantity. Prediction accu-
racy was compared for model architectures using more to
less features, ’top3’ models reported the highest accuracy for
all model architectures. For the rotational task, the model
architectures that were most to least accurate were Trans-
former, LSTM, RF, SVM, MLP, CNN, and LSTM-CNN
where accuracy was 0.76, 0.74, 0.66, 0.55, 0.53, 0.5, and
0.47 respectively. Similarly for the translational task, the
model architectures that were most to least accurate, were
Transformer, LSTM,RF, SVM,MLP, LSTM-CNN, andCNN
where accuracy was 0.93, 0.9, 0.85, 0.71, 0.66, 0.46, and
0.44 respectively. This result shows that three features are
likely to be sufficient for reliable prediction of SD.Moreover,
Transformer, LSTM, and RFmodels are more accurate at pre-
dicting SDwith three features than other model architectures.

For both rotational and translational experiments using all
the use-case data, certain model architectures consistently
had PIM ranking where certain feature-types were ranked
as most important, therefore feature characteristic depen-
dency was quantified and categorized per model architecture.
The amount that model architectures depended on time, fre-
quency, and time & frequency feature-types was quantified
via the PIM-based dependency score. Table 5 shows the
time, frequency, and time & frequency mean feature depen-
dency score and mean accuracy for each model architecture
across ground-truth labels; rotational results are shown above
translational experiment results and all the data for speed
and axis conditions was used. SVM, RF, and MLP models
largely depended on DWT frequency-only features, with a

TABLE 5. Model architecture dependency on time, frequency, and time &
frequency features.

dependency score ranging from 0.5 to 0.75. LSTM, CNN,
and LSTM-CNNmodels strongly depended on time-only fea-
tures, with the maximum dependency score of 1. The Trans-
former architecture depended on time & frequency features,
the short-time FFT and CWT, with a dependency score of
0.66. It is likely that SVM, RF, and MLP model architectures
depended on frequency features because repeated groupings
in feature space caused by periodic wavelets were likely to be
easier to distinguish with respect to the label for pure gradient
descent dependent architectures. Time features with unique
values were likely to facilitate more accurate predictions for
LSTM, CNN, and LSTM-CNN because the LSTM gating
structure requires distinctive data to distinguish long-term
dependencies, and CNN smoothing methods like convolution
and pooling are only effective on detailed or finer resolu-
tion data. The Transformer model was likely to depend on
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TABLE 6. Ground-truth label comparison.

time & frequency features because they had sparse simplistic
representations with minute differences, thus allowing for the
model to learn ordering and value information with respect to
the label.

Model performance, accuracy and ROC-AUC, for models
composed of 27 position, velocity, and acceleration features
were compared with models composed of 9 position only
features, in order to determinewhether derivative components
of joystick would improve prediction performance. Accu-
racy was not statistically greater when position, velocity, and
acceleration features were used in comparison to position
only features; there was slight significance for rotational
Transformer and translational RF models (accuracy for posi-
tion, velocity, & acceleration vs position only : KS: non-
normal distribution, signed-rank: p < 0.05, n=12). Addi-
tionally, ROC-AUC was statistically greater when position,
velocity, and acceleration features were used in compari-
son to position only features for rotational MLP models
(ROC-AUC for position, velocity, & acceleration vs position
only : KS: non-normal distribution, Bonferroni required value
of signed-rank: p < 0.0167, sum-rank: p < 0.0167, n=12).
These results show that including derivative position features
are likely to improve predictions, however improvements are
not likely to be strongly significant.

The best performing model architecture, LSTM, was used
to investigate the ideal quantity of data per prediction, called
timesteps, required to reliably predict SD. One, two, four,
10, 20, and 40 second data timesteps were tested for each
ground-truth label and feature-quantity using general data
usage, such that the ideal timestep was selected based on
highest LSTM prediction accuracy. Tested timesteps were
counted across ground-truth label and feature-quantity, the
most counted timestep was 20 and 4 seconds for the rotational
and translational tasks respectively.Mean LSTMaccuracy for
20 and 4 second timestep models were 0.7 and 0.85 respec-
tively, demonstrating that the entire 40 second trial was not
needed to obtain reliable SD prediction.

2) GROUND-TRUTH LABEL EVALUATION
Table 6 shows the mean accuracy per model architecture and
ground-truth label, for general use-case data and regardless
of feature quanity. Rot and Trans refer to the rotational
and translational experiments, and L, S, and C denote the
lenient, strict, and complex ground-truth labels respectively.
The lenient ground-truth label, in bold, produced the highest
meanmodel accuracy results regardless of model architecture
for both rotational and translational experiments. Considering

the lenient and strict binary ground-truth labels, the lenient
label was hypothesized to produce better predictive results
than the strict label because the lenient label allowed for
more samples to be labeled ’non-SD’ than the strict label.
In particular, the lenient label allowed for initial mistakes
to be made, thus facilitating balanced class selection that
allowed for a better numerical representation of both ’non-
SD’ and SD trials. The strict ground-truth label had less ’non-
SD’ samples because the novice participants had difficulty
detecting motion; as mentioned the best performer could only
accomplish 71% of the task correctly. The strict ground-truth
label convention was inspired by the setting where pilots are
required to make minimal to no mistakes, if participants had
more expertise the number of ’non-SD’ trials maybe similar
to ’SD’ trials like the lenient label. Finally, model accuracy
for complex ground-truth labels would probably be higher
if more data was available, multi-class labels require more
training data than binary classification [41]. These results
show that the lenient ground-truth label best identified SD
for novice participants.

3) UNSUPERVISED MODEL ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURE
EVALUATION
K-means, GMM, and K-medoids unsupervised cluster-
ing methods were used with six different feature matri-
ces, for comparison with each ground-truth label. The
feature matrices were: position, position/velocity, posi-
tion/velocity/acceleration, position/two position Discrete
Wavelet Transforms (DWTs), position/six position DWTs,
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) components of posi-
tion/velocity/acceleration. Figure 8 shows three heatmaps
displaying the rand score for the K-means, GMM, and
K-medoids clustering methods, shown from top to bottom;
maximum values are displayed in black font. Each unsuper-
vised label was compared with each of the three ground-
truth labels, to quantify how well each clustering method
and feature matrix could replicate each experimental ground-
truth label. Maximum achieved rand score regardless of the
feature-type matrix and ground-truth label evaluated cluster-
ing method performance; from best to worst performance
K-medoids, K-means, and GMM clustering methods had
scores of 0.77, 0.75, and 0.7 for the rotational task and 0.82,
0.69, 0.66 for the translational task respectively. The lenient,
strict, and complex ground-truth labels were best to worst
replicated, using unsupervised clustering for both rotational
and translational tasks. The maximum achieved rand scores
regardless of the clustering method and feature matrix for
lenient, strict, and complex ground-truth labels were 0.77,
0.72, and 0.66 for the rotational task and 0.82, 0.73, 0.74 for
the translational task respectively. Regarding the best fea-
ture matrices per unsupervised method, K-medoids achieved
the highest rand scores using position and velocity features
while being compared with the lenient ground-truth label, for
both rotational and translational tasks. K-means achieved the
highest rand scores using position and all DWT features with
respect to the lenient label for the rotational task. However,
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FIGURE 8. Clustering labels compared with ground-truth labels via the rand score.

for the translational task, K-means performed best using
PCA features of position, velocity, and acceleration while
being compared with the lenient ground-truth label. GMM
achieved the highest rand scores using position and all DWT
features with respect to the lenient ground-truth label for both
rotational and translational tasks. These results showed that
K-medoids using position and velocity features best repli-
cated the ground-truth labels, specifically K-medoids best
replicated the lenient ground-truth label.

V. DISCUSSION
This comprehensive two-part SD study showed that it was
possible to isolate, simulate, and recreate realistic aspects
of a vestibular feedback dead-reckoning piloting task and
create an SD occurrence dataset. Joystick features and detec-
tion performance ground-truth labels were constructed from
the SD occurrence dataset, supervised classification meth-
ods were used to build and identify best predicting mod-
els. Unsupervised classification methods identified the best
clustering method and joystick features that had the highest
rand score with respect to detection performance ground-
truth labels. In Part I, rotational and translational motion
detection dead-reckoning experiments were used to cre-
ate an SD dataset, where the whole-body was the tracked

object that was perturbed by vestibular and propriocep-
tive stimulation. The experiment type was selected because
whole-body motion detection and dead-reckoning are com-
monly required flight tasks, and vestibular stimulation is
the most basic sensory information in the flight environ-
ment. Measuring SD using these basic flight environmental
attributes allowed for the results to be generalized to all flight
situations and SD use-cases, or in other words these responses
described general SD regardless of the flight manoeuvre and
SD use-case [4], [6]. Joystick responses, that captured motion
detection perception, were measured during vestibular and
proprioceptive stimulation with different axial, axial direc-
tion, and speed stimuli. Before analysing motion detection
response results, a crucial data standardization step was used
to verify that the simulator system correctly performed the
experimental design; trials with delays and erroneous motion
were removed. Motion detection responses were quantified
and statistically compared for two speed (sub, sup) and three
axis (RO, PI, YA or LR, FB, UD) conditions per exper-
iment type, whereupon four main results were compared
with motion detection literature: 1) sup speed stimulation
induced more accurate and faster responses than sub speed
stimulation, 2) PI, RO, FB, LR, UD, and YA were the least
to most difficult axis tasks, 3) axis task ranking confirmed
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that there was no sensory advantage for UD detection due
to gravity because the vestibular system compensated for
gravity, 4) longer reaction times corresponded with task diffi-
culty [29], [30], [31]. The four main results were in alignment
with reported literature, thus the SD dataset was approved
to capture known human motion detection behavior and
the real-time motion simulation environment was considered
fidel despite functional timing delays [44]. Approving the
SD dataset with respect to literature results was necessary
because the entire motion simulation environment including
joystick control, speed, and automatic whole-body control
were programmed, and thus subject to unexpected functional
and unrealistic environmental planning errors. These types
of errors can cause the simulation to be administered or
saved in an unrealistic or incorrect manner. In addition to
the four main results that replicated findings from controlled
psychophysical experimentation, an additional result was
observed due to the uncontrolled nature of the experiment.
Perceptual response to axis motion regardless of speed was
observed and quantified using the most counted detection
performance response per axis; the most counted response for
PI, YA,&UD andRO, LR,&FB axeswere IC and EC respec-
tively. The high EC count implied that RO, LR, & FB axes
caused less upright posture and/or more self-motion, thus
preventing clear interpretation of sensory-cues and resulting
in initial mis-detection. Inversely, the high IC count implied
that PI, YA, & UD axes encouraged more upright posture
and/or less self-motion, allowing for clearer interpretation of
sensory-cues and thus resulting in correct initial detection.
Posture and self-motion are likely to cause perceptual motion
differences because it has been shown that a tilted head
position in comparison to an upright head position during
roll and left-right translation stimulation resulted in different
directional motion perception [26]. Next physical disorienta-
tion was evaluated with respect to perceptual motion detec-
tion, using the SSQ disorientation sub-scale, because physical
health was reported to be one of the causes for SD acci-
dents [1], [4], [6]. One-third of the participants experienced
physical disorientation during the task; however, no signifi-
cant relationship between physical disorientation and motion
detection was found. There was a trend where participants
who initially detected unsuccessfully felt worse after the
experiment than participants who initially detected success-
fully or did not try. The goal of comparing scalar motion
detection values and physical disorientation questionnaire
values was to initially determine whether a physical health
measure could be a reliable marker for motion detection in
the future. Scalar measures showed that there was a relation-
ship between physical disorientation and motion detection.
Thus a continuous physiological and/or motion measures that
implies physical discomfort, such as EEG, NIRS, heart rate,
electrodermal activity, IMU, and human pose camera mea-
surements, are likely to be a reliable AI feature for predicting
SD. Additionally we do not claim that questionnaire methods
can not quantify SD, however before and after questionnaire
samples may not produce enough data to find statistically

significant correlations with other SD measures especially
when population sample size is small. Questionnaire data to
quantify physical sickness or SD use-case symptoms could
be exploited using DL recommender systems, where pilots
rate a set number of symptoms and/or SD use-cases after
each flight and a recommender system model could pre-
dict potential SD symptoms or use-cases that the pilot may
experience in the future. Finally, Part I experiment and SD
dataset scientific contributions are interpreted with respect
to classical psychophysical motion detection experimentation
and an expert population. Initial detection performance was
statistically quantified, regardless of experiment, the best per-
formers achieved 76% detection accuracy and average per-
formers achieved 51% accuracy; no learning or performance
improvements over time for any conditions were found.
51-76% task performance success is low with respect to
classical psychophysical motion detection experimentation,
indicating that the task may have been experimentally too
difficult and did not capture clear participantmotion detection
ability. However, interpreting task difficulty for uncontrolled
real-world HAR experiments such as this, with respect to
controlled experiments, may not be appropriate. As long
as the HAR experiment mimics a real-world phenomenon,
the experimental context is scientifically useful despite task
difficulty. A real-world piloting task is challenging because
many choices need to be made, often times beyond the
pilot’s attentional capacity, using self-generated and/or non
self-generated sensory-cues. The scientific contribution of
this experiment and dataset was to measure and understand
motion detection response with respect to a piloting task.
Our goal was not to measure motion detection response
without an on-going task, like is typically used in controlled
experiments, where choices and self-motion are limited thus
enabling better detection results. Despite the fact that the pop-
ulation was novice, these results are useful for understanding
an expert population because the novice results established
a baseline for general human motion detection performance.
A similar SD dataset using expert pilots will likely have
similar axis and speed detection trends, with less overall
joystick movement error and variance.

In Part II, supervised and unsupervised classification were
used to build reliable SD occurrence predictive models
and SD labels from unlabeled joystick data, respectively.
A time derivative & spectral analysis feature matrix and
three ground-truth labels derived from Part I detection per-
formance categories (e.g. IC, EC, and NC) were created
and used in three main model parameter selection studies:
evaluation of model architecture and feature usage, ground-
truth label comparisons, and unsupervised label comparisons
with respect to ground-truth labels. Overall model architec-
ture predictive ability was evaluated using mean test pre-
diction accuracy across all conditions, from best to worst
LSTM,RF, Transformer, SVM,MLP, CNN, and LSTM-CNN
model architectures had 0.84, 0.82, 0.77, 0.67, 0.58, 0.45,
and 0.44 mean accuracy respectively. Model architecture
performance results were in alignment with HAR literature.
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For example, reports showed that LSTM was more perfor-
mant than SVM using time-series data, and RF & Trans-
former architectures were similarly performant as LSTM
when they were tuned with appropriate features-types [9].
After identifying globally performant model architectures,
five detailed parameter selection analyses were performed to
investigate ideal feature matrix and ground-truth label selec-
tion for accurate SD prediction. The first detailed parameter
analysis evaluated prediction accuracy and ROC-AUC for
models that used all of data, called general data usage, in com-
parison to models that used a subset of the data per speed or
axis experimental use-case. Model accuracy and ROC-AUC
of general data usage and speed or axis use-cases were statis-
tically compared using two pairwise tests: per ground-truth
label and across feature quantity and model architecture, per
model architecture and across feature quantity and ground-
truth label. Speed and axis use-case comparisons for the first
pairwise test showed no significant differences in accuracy &
ROC-AUC and no significant differences in ROC-AUC,
respectively. However, axis use-case accuracy was signifi-
cantly higher for the translational lenient label use-case in
comparison to general data usage. This result shows that
joystick motion was repetitively similar per axis, causing
data points per axis to better align with labels. Repetitive
misestimation or detection strategies were more likely to
occur for the translational task because motion detection was
more difficult, similar to the EDA result of Part I where
high IC and EC counts for PI, YA, & UD and RO, LR, &
FB axis respectively. Additionally, the lenient label exposed
this data trend because it had the highest number of sam-
ples per class using IC and EC responses as non-SD, such
that more samples allowed for better prediction. Finally,
speed and axis use-case comparisons for the second pair-
wise test showed no significant differences in accuracy &
ROC-AUC for both use-cases. These two results were use-
ful and important for SD monitoring because currently SD
is characterized by use-case and not in a general manner,
based on logic association with little numerical confirmation
that use-case characterization is more effective. The results
showed that for use-cases with repetitive motion, individual
use-case models were more advantageous than general data
usage. However, general data usage models were sufficiently
reliable, therefore SD definitions and/or predictions could
be simplified by combining all data use-cases into a single
model. The second detailed parameter analysis evaluated PIM
and model accuracy prediction for each model architecture
across data use-case and ground-truth label, such that the
impact of feature quantity could be quantified. PIM showed
that Transformer, SVM/MLP, and RF models were likely to
require 6, 4, and 2 important features for reliable SD pre-
diction, respectively. Model accuracy prediction comparisons
showed that using at least three features, in comparison to
using all features resulted in higher prediction. Thus, three
features were identified as a sufficient number of features
for reliable SD prediction regardless of model architecture;
Transformer, LSTM, and RF generated the highest accuracy

predictions for both rotational and translational experiments
where accuracy was 0.76, 0.74, & 0.66 and 0.93, 0.9, &
0.85 respectively. Knowing that only three features are suf-
ficient for accurate SD prediction contributes to SD mon-
itoring and HAR fields because they provide information
about the minimal number of features required to predict
SD. SD monitoring and HAR fields have hardware and
software constraints, thus requiring small and rapid compu-
tational technologies and methods. ML & DL predictions
are computationally faster when less features are used, thus
these minimal feature quantity results can be directly applied
to real-world human activity applications. The third and
fourth detailed parameter analysis evaluated the effects of
feature-type on model architecture using two types of fea-
tures; time and/or frequency features; and joystick derivative
component features. Regarding time and/or frequency feature
usage, feature ordering from most to least important, dic-
tated by PIM, was used to construct a time, frequency, and
time & frequency dependency score for each model architec-
ture. The dependency score showed that model architectures
used specific feature-types consistently. LSTM, CNN, and
LSTM-CNN models used time features. RF, SVM, and MLP
used DWT frequency features, and Transformer depended
heavily on CWT and short-time FFT time & frequency fea-
tures. Regarding humanmovement sciencemotivations to use
derivatives of the joystick as features, small non-significant
improvements in prediction accuracy were observed when
joystick derivatives were used as features in comparison to
joystick-only features. Feature-type results with respect to
model architecture contribute to both SD monitoring and
HAR fields. It is commonplace to test feature-type combi-
nations with different model architectures, typically using a
process of trial and error. However, our dependency score
constructed from PIM provided insight about which fea-
ture attributes were exploitable by model architectures. Time
spent on testing features and models could be reduced by
having beforehand knowledge about which feature attributes
are most appropriate for specific model architectures. Addi-
tionally, these results support a feature extraction approach
for HAR modeling, by: using a standardized feature matrix
containing all feature-type transformations, and ranking their
feature and feature-type importance per model architecture.
Recent approaches support using model architectures that
can predict raw time-series data like LSTM and Transformer,
instead of other model architectures like RF or CNN that
require transformed time-series data for accurate prediction,
because feature extraction can be computationally expen-
sive [24]. However, instead of focusing on model architecture
selection for a given feature-type, raw time-series, an alter-
native approach could focus on the optimal selection of
feature-types for model architectures. We demonstrate a stan-
dardized approach to identify feature-types for each model
architecture, thus allowing for both accurate human activity
prediction and novel model generated information about the
scientific topic. The fifth detailed parameter analysis demon-
strated one way in which ML & DL parameters can be used
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to generate information about scientific phenomenon. The
LSTM model architecture consistently and more accurately
predicted SD than the other model architectures, for both
the overview model architecture analysis and four detailed
parameter analyses. LSTM prediction per timestep was used
to find the ideal amount of joystick data required for accurate
SD prediction, and to scientifically identify activity event tim-
ing during a piloting task. Hyperparamter tuning found that
20 and 4 second timesteps caused the most accurate LSTM
predictions for rotational and translational tasks respectively,
the full 40 seconds of trial data was not necessary. Iden-
tification of an ideal temporal window for SD prediction
contributes to the field of SD monitoring, and scientifically,
timestep information of SD or non-SD event activity can
facilitate study of human response capacity in both aeronau-
tical and psychophysical fields. The second analysis con-
cerned determination of appropriate SD ground-truth labels.
Three ground-truth labels constructed with respect to motion
detection and compensation performance, demonstrated that
certain characterizations/definitions of SD describe joystick
feature data more than others. Lenient, strict, and complex
ground-truth labels corresponded to the SD cases where IC &
EC responses were considered non-SD, IC responses were
considered non-SD, and IC response were non-SD while
EC responses were moderate SD, respectively. Prediction
accuracy, regardless of other conditions, across model archi-
tecture was more accurate for the lenient label in comparison
to the other labels. Thus, the lenient label convention best
characterized the data, and reaffirmed the existing functional
definition, where SD occurrence is defined as ’involving
successive failures and major performance errors’ [6]. These
results contribute to the field of SD monitoring, assisting
with defining SD from a numerical perspective. The third
and final analysis employed unsupervised classification to
quantify the error between ground-truth labels and unsuper-
vised clustering method labels, via the rand score. In addi-
tion, ideal features for clustering methods were identified
such that the error between ground-truth labels and unsuper-
vised labels were minimum. The lenient ground-truth label
received the highest rand-score across all clustering meth-
ods, in comparison to strict and complex ground-truth labels.
K-medoids using position & velocity or position, velocity, &
acceleration features replicated the three ground-truth labels
better than other clustering methods and feature combina-
tions. In particular, K-medoids with position & velocity or
position, velocity, & acceleration features best replicated the
lenient label with rand scores of 0.77 and 0.82 for the rota-
tional and translational task respectively. This unsupervised
classification analysis result is significant for the field of
SD monitoring and HAR because it provided a quantitative
error measure for labeling SD occurrence from joystick data,
thus confirming that K-medoids with at least position &
velocity features can identify SD with reliable accuracy. Cor-
rect labeling of SD is currently unknown and unsupervised
methods alone without ground-truth labels can not confirm
SD occurrence accuracy. Additionally, we can not reasonably

say how similar real-world joystick manipulations are to our
experimental dataset, however we demonstrate the usage of
clustering methods on two very different joystick trajectories
and tasks, rotational and translational. Realistic data is likely
to have less variance, than our novice participant dataset,
however after scaling, the data is likely to be similar to our
experimental dataset because human response movement is
limited to a small frequency range. Therefore, these clustering
methodologies are strongly likely to apply to expert piloting
joystick data.

There were several limiting aspects that could have been
improved: measurement of head and body motion using
HAR measurements, less real-time experimental control to
preserve correct data measurement ordering, class balanc-
ing, and image preparation for CNN modeling. Regarding
Part I, due to experimental design complexity, head and body
motion camera analysis was of less interest. Thus it remained
uncertain whether postural differences or following sensory
cues caused IC and EC detection count differences for cer-
tain axes. In future work, IMU sensors could be attached
to the head and body while perception of detected motion
in different orientations or directions are measured using
a joystick. In this manner, head and body motion can be
measured with respect to motion detection perception and
physiological reasons for why SD occurred could be con-
cretely identified, allowing for the creation of SD prevention
solutions. Next, the reason real-time experimentation was
used was to minimize delays in data transfer, however a true
implementation of real-time can cause errors if sequentially
dependent parts of code are executed in the wrong order. The
engineering of the motion simulation experiment could have
been controlled better, using less real-time functionality such
that required sequential events were executed in a desired
order and not in the order of fastest execution. Less trials
would have been removed during the data standardization
step, if event order was sequentially guaranteed. In addition,
data pre-processing during experimental data collection could
have been integrated such that only necessary data for anal-
ysis was saved. For example, data was saved for the entire
experiment however it would have been more efficient if data
from the start and end of each trial was only saved. Due to the
fact that the entire experiment was saved, an additional pre-
processing step was needed to remove the unrequired data.
In addition to the mentioned work limitations in Part I, class
balancing and image preparation could have been performed
differently in Part II. Class balancing using oversampling was
performed, such that samples from each minority class were
randomly selected to pad the respective class until samples
were equivalent to the majority class. Oversampling produces
datasets with less natural variability, therefore it would have
been better to use techniques that numerically generate sam-
ples for the minority class, such as GANs or SMOTE using
kmeans [13]. Undersampling was not considered because
there were already few class samples due to the rigorous
data standardization process. Finally, LSTM-CNN and CNN
prediction accuracy was lower than HAR literature reports
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because we used matrix representations of data, instead of
equivalent figure rendered representations [12]. Specifically,
matrix representations of CWT and short-time FFT features
were used instead of mathplotlib figure rendered represen-
tations; figure representations display more detailed color
variations of both CWT and short-time FFT information. This
additional shading information that is generated by plotting
the matrix may give better CNN accuracy. Initially, CWT
and short-time FFT features were plotted using mathplotlib
and saved as png images. The image files were opened and
used as inputs to the CNN, average results had an accuracy
of approximately 0.6-0.7 for roughly 30 data use-cases of the
required 144 data use-cases per model architecture. Saving
and opening thousands of image files was computationally
expensive, therefore the data matrix representation was used
instead of the image representations and average accuracy
results decreased to approximately 0.45. Despite the lower
accuracy values for CNN and LSTM-CNN, we used the
matrix representations such that all models could be equally
compared using the same numerical data.

VI. CONCLUSION
The two-part SD study demonstrated effective measurement
and predictive methods for quantifying SD occurrence. This
multi-disciplinarywork contributes tomany domains of study
including aviation, human movement science, motion detec-
tion, control theory human-in-the-loop, and HAR. In Part
I, human motion detection and compensatory control were
measured via a joystick for two speed (sub, sup) and three
axis orientation (RO, PI, YA) or direction (LR, FB, UD)
stimuli, using a rotational and translational vestibular com-
pensatory whole-body tracking dead-reckoning task. Four
motion detection results confirmed that the SD dataset was
in alignment with motion detection literature trends, where
the results showed that: SD occurred less for faster detectable
sup speeds than slower sub speeds, SD occurred least to
most for PI, RO, FB, LR, UD, and YA axes, there was no
sensory advantage for UD detection due to gravity, reaction
times were longer for difficult stimuli. An additional motion
detection result, caused by the uncontrolled nature of HAR
experimentation, showed that sensory-cues and posture may
play an important role for motion detection for specific axes;
high IC and EC response count corresponded to PI, YA, &
UD and RO, LR, & FB axes respectively. Physical disori-
entation questionnaire results did not significantly correlate
with motion detection performance, however there was a
trend that poor and good performers felt worst and similarly,
respectively, after the experiment. Physical disorientation and
health could be a potential feature for predicting SD, using
continuous measurement sensors like EEG, NIRS, HR, EDA,
IMU, or a camera. Vestibular dead-reckoning was a difficult
task however it was not impossible, because evaluation of
global performance showed that best performers could cor-
rectly detect motion 76% of the time and average performs
could detect motion 51% of the time. The study of SD using
vestibular dead-reckoning was not unrealistic from a HAR

viewpoint because the goal was to measure motion detection
response with respect to the piloting task such that responses
contained sufficient samples of SD and non-SD behavior.
Additionally, despite the fact that responses were from novice
pilots, general axis and speed response trends can be general-
ized to an expert population, establishing an average motion
detection performance baseline. HAR SD experimentation
and creation of an SD dataset contributes to the field of
SD monitoring and HAR, because SD experimentation has
rarely been investigated in a generalised manner measuring
continuous task and behavioral measures in a naturalistic set-
ting; SD has been predominantly quantified by use-case using
questionnaire reports. Additionally, few HAR studies tackle
activity recognition for functional institutionalized tasks such
as piloting, the majority of HAR studies investigate simplis-
tic daily-life behaviors such as walking, running, and stair
climbing. Using the SD dataset that was constructed in Part I,
modelingmethods for predicting SDwere investigated during
Part II. Using HAR ML & DL techniques, model param-
eter tuning selections for SD prediction were investigated,
and ideal tuning parameters are reported and explained. The
following key model construction parameters were tested:
model architecture, data use-case, feature quantity, feature-
type, quantity of data required, ground-truth label, and unsu-
pervised clustering with respect to ground-truth labels. The
LSTM model architecture had the highest mean prediction
accuracy of 0.84 across experiments, data use-cases, ground-
truth labels, feature-types, and feature quantities. The LSTM
model required at least three features, and 4 & 20 seconds
of data for translational and rotational data respectively, for
accurate SD prediction. General data usagewas shown to gen-
erate reliable SD models, however for repetitive behavioral
use-cases, like the translational axis use-cases, modeling with
use-case specific data provided more accurate predictions.
Permutation importance with the dependency score showed
that specific model architectures performed better with time,
frequency, or time & frequency feature-type; SVM, RF, and
MLPmodels depended mostly on frequency features; LSTM,
CNN, and LSTM-CNN models strongly depended on time
features; the Transformer model depended on time & fre-
quency features. The lenient ground-truth label characterized
the feature data better than the strict and complex labels;
the lenient label definition was in alignment with the current
functional SD definition. Unsupervised clustering revealed
that K-medoids using at least position and velocity features
most accurately replicated all ground-truth labels, with a rand
score greater than 0.7, implying that SD occurrence could be
reliably predicted from general flight joystick data.
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